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PREFACE 

The Department spends approximately a half million dollars 
annually on reflective sheeting for highway signs. For years 
this sheeting has been purchased primarily from one manufacturer, 
because of the inability of other firms to produce a competitive 
product. However, during the past two years, a number of other 
manufacturers have been submitting reflective materials for con- sideration. As the number of firms capable of producing reflective 
materials has increased substantially, it has become evident that 
the Department needs a standard procedure for determining if the 
reflective materials submitted possess the characteristics desired. 

As a result of recommendations made during a Traffic Research 
Advisory Committee meeting and Mr. Hunsberger's subsequent request 
for tests to ensure the quality and durability of reflective sheeting 
material, a project was initiated to establish specifications, along 
with an evaluation procedure, for engineering grade reflective sheeting 
for use in highway signs that would be useful to the Materials Testing 
Division. 

The specifications presented here are a compilation Sf those 
presently being.used by the Department, those recommended in federal 
specification L-S-300B (July 12, 1974), and those presently being 
used by other states. Emphasis has been placed on those specifications 
which will ensure that the Department is getting a reliable product. 

A light tunnel, instrumentation, and a testing procedure was designed and set up for the testing of the reflective intensity of 
sheeting material. As the Department has no light tunnel instrumenta- 
tion and facilities, much of the apparatus was designed and fabricated 
by the Council for use in the tunnel beneath Interstate 64 at the 
Sandston Weigh Station, which is currently being used as a light 
tunnel. It should be noted that the tunnel at the weigh station re- quires that the test apparatus be portable as the tunnel is being 
used by weigh station personnel when tests are not being conducted. 
Because all apparatus must be assembled prior to testing, errors may 
be expected due to the difficulty of duplicating relative positioning, 
etc. An attempt has been made to describe the test setup precisely so 
as to minimize such errors; however, only through the use of permanent 
facilities can possible errors be eliminated and a permanent, simpli- 
fied testing procedure be devised. Doubtless the Department will soon require specifications and testing procedures for other types of re- 
flective sheeting (high intensity reflective sheeting, delineators, 
special materials, etc.) that will require permanent light tunnel 
facilities. It is therefore strongly recommended that the Department 
consider building a permanent light tunnel. 
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A weatherometer secured from the Department of Agriculture 
has been installed within the Materials Division for the testing 
of sheeting durability through the use of accelerated weathering. Originally, the durability was to be included in a separate report; however, ±• has been deemed best to include all quality assurance provisions under one cover. 

Special appreciation is extended the reflective sheeting study 
committee chaired by W. C. Nelson, Jr. of the Traffic and Safety 
Division and composed of members A. C. Baird of the Purchasing Division, J. E. Galloway, Jr. of t•e Materials Division, F. L. Isbell 
of the Richmond District, J. W. Nicholson of the Culpeper District, 
and R. P. Wingfield of the Maintenance Division. This committee, 
which met numerous times, monitored the activities of the project from 
the onset and gave valuable assistance throughout the project. Also, special acknowledgement is due Mr. Hasher of the Sandston Weigh Station 
for his full cooperation and assistance in making his facilities 
available for the project. 

iv 
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RECOMMENDED SPECIFICATIONS AND A TENTATIVE 
TESTING PROCEDURE FOR REFLECTIVE SHEETING 

by 

Frank D. Shepard 
Research Engineer 

Description 

Reflective Sheeting: This specification covers flexible, 
reflective sheeting consisting of a uniform •onolayer of spherical glass lens elements embedded within trans- 
parent plastic binders having a smooth, flat, weather resistant outer surface. A light-reflecting material is applied behind the spherical elements to provide a non- exposed lens optical reflecting system. This reflective 
material shall have a pressure sensitive or tack free, 
heat activated adhesive backing protected by a treated 
removable paper liner, and shall have sufficient strength 
and flexibility so that it can be handled, processed, 
and applied according to the recommendations of the manu- facturer without appreciable stretching, tearing, or other damage. It shall permit application over and con- formance to the moderate, shallow embossing characteristics 
of certain sign borders and symbols. 

.Requirements 

2el General Characteristics and Packaging: The reflective sheeting, as supplied, shall be of good appearance, free 
from ragged edges, cracks, scale, discoloration, blisters, 
and extraneous materials, and shall be furnished in bcth 
rolls and sheets. When the reflective sheeting ls fur- nished in continuous rolls, the average numbe• of splices 
shall not be more than three per 50 yards of material, 
with not more than four splices in any 50 yard length. Splices shall be butted or, overlapped and shall be suitable for continuous application as supplied. 

Rolls shall be packed snugly in fiberboard boxes in 
such manner than no damage or defacement w•ill occur to the reflective sheeting during shipment or storage due to packaging. 
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Rolls 3 to 12 inches in width shall be packed in 
corrugated fiberboard cartons of minimum 200 lb. test. 
Rolls 13 to 24 inches in width shall be packed in 
corrugated fiberboard cartons of 275 lb. test. Rolls 
25 inches in width and above shall be packed in corru- 
gated cartons of minimum 350 lb. test. Rolls wider than 
6 inches and i0 yards in length or longer shall be 
supported and suspended by the roll core within the 
cartons by means of plugs within built-up and reinforced 
corrugated pads. 

Cut sheets shall be packaged flat between pressed 
composition board or corrugated pads of the same dimen- 
sions in accordance with commerciall.y accepted standards° 

The reflective sheeting, as supplied and stored 
under normal conditions, shall be suitable for use for at 
.least one year after purchase. 

2.2 Instructions: Instructions defining a step,by-step procedure for application'of the reflective sheeting and tape shall be fur- 
nished by the supplier and shall be included with each shipment 
of reflective material. Any restrictions on the application 
procedure or any precautions to be exercised regarding surface 
preparation and application temperature shall be included in the 
instructions. 

2,3 Responsibility for Inspection: Unless otherwise specified in the 
contract or purchase order, the supplier is responsible for, the 
performance of all inspection requirements as specified herein. 
The Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation reserves 
the right to perform any of the inspections set forth on an 
annual or random basis where such inspections are deemed neces- 
sary to assure that materia!s and processing conform to prescribed requirements. 

2.4 Sampling: The following sampling procedures shall be conformed 
to for both initial testing prior to bid and after bid approval. 

2.4.! Initial Sampling: For the purpose of app•ova• of materials 
for inclusion in the bid listing, i0 square yards •74 
inches wide) samples of each color, shall be submitted •or 
testing. Samples of each color of material can be re- 
quested at any time prior to bid or requested to be 
supplied at the time of submission of bids. At the option 
of the Engineer, selected portions of these specifications 
may be waived on the basis o• previous experience with the 
material supplied by a particular manufacturer. 
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2.4.2.After Bid Acceptance: The reflective sheeting shall be 
tested in accordance with the following testing proce- 
dures using process evaluation test samples. Samples 
shall be processed from each color and each shipment of 
any production run. Samplings shall be made from at 
least three randomly selected or widely separated and 
indiscriminately chosen packages of like materials 
included in the shipment. The lot shall be unacceptable 
if one or more samples f•l to meet any requirement 
specified. The sample sm-ze and number of determinations 
per sample unit shall be as=required by the referenced test 
method or otherwise indicated in the following testing 
procedures. 

Quality Assurance Provisions and Testing Procedures 

3.1 Test Panels: Unless otherwise specified herein, when 
tests are to be performed using test panels, the spec±- 
mens of reflective material shall be applied t• smooth 
0.020 to 0.125-inch thick aluminum sheets conformmng to 
QQ-A-250, QQ-A-250i5 temper T3 or QQ-A-250/II temper 6, 
or any equal type of aluminum sheeting. The a!um•num 
shall be degreased and lightly acid etched° The speci- 
mens shall be applied to the panels in accordance w±th 
the furnished instructions. 

3.2 Spherical Elements: The reflect±ve sheeting shall have 
uniform monolayer of spherical glass lens elements when 
tested with acid as specified: 

a) Extract approximately 0.2 cc of the spherical 
glass lens elements from the reflective mate•iai 
by dissolving the film in lacquer thinner, which 
has been heated to 130°F. 

b) Examine the extracted elements under a I00 power microscope to insure cleanness. If film is st•li 
observed, re-extract and reexamine until absence 
of film is confirmed. 

c) Immerse approximately 0.i cc of the lens elements 
in 1.0 cc of a 5N aqueous solution of 
acid for 30 minutes. 

d) At the end of the immersion period, ;-in•e and dry 
the lens elements and then examine under the i00 
power microscope for pitting or etching of the 
spheres compared to the non-immersed spheres. 
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3°3 Adhesive Backing: The adhesive backing shall be: 
(a• 

a pressure sensitive adhesive, capable of being 
processed by either roller application or vacuum, 
with or without heat application as specified by the 
manufacturer of the reflective sheeting, or (b) a positionable heat activated adhesive capable of being 
processed by heat-vacuum application. Either adhesive 
shall be applied without the necessity of additional 
adhesive coats on the reflective sheeting or applica- 
tion surface. 

3.3.1 Pressure Sensitive: Pressure sensitive adhes.ive 
as applied by roller application or vacuum appll- 
cation shall require no solvent or other pre- applicaticn preparation for adhesion to clean 
aluminum or plywood surfaces° The reflective 
sheeting after appli.cation shall be smooth, and 
shall show no discoloration, cracklng, crazing, 
blistering, or dimensional change. 

3°3.2 Heat Activated: Heat activated adhesive, shall be positi•nable under normal working conditlons and 
temperatures up to 100°F without damage to the 
material or application surface. The adhesive 
shall be activated by applying heat with a vacuum applicator, without additional pre-app!icatlon 
preparation to the reflective sheeting, appiicat•on 
surface, or clean aluminum or plywood surfaces. 
The reflective sheeting after application shall be 
smooth, and shall show no discoloration, cracking, 
crazing, blistering, or dimensional change. 

3.3.3 Adhesive Bond: The adhesive shall be capable of 
forming a durable adheslve bond to clean, comrosion 
resistant, new and/or reconditioned aluminum sur- 
faces and clean weather resistant plywood sur•faceso 
Subject two 2 by 6 inch pieces of the refiective 
material to a temperature of 160°F and a pressure 
of 2.5 pounds per square inch. for 4 hours. Bring 
the materials to equilibrium at standard conditions 
and cut one I by 6 inch adhesion specimen from each 
piece and remove the liner by hand without lhe use 
of water or other solvents° During removal of •.he 
liner, it shall be noted whether any. l•ner breaks 
or tears or removes any adheslve from the backing.. 
Apply 4 inches of one end of each specimen to a 
test panel. Suspend the panels in a horizontal 
position wlth -the specimen facing downward. Attach 
a 1-3/4 pound weight to the free end of each spec•- 
men and allow it to hang free at an angle of 90 ° to 
the panel surface for 5 minutes without the s•r•ip 
peeling for a distance of more than 2.0 lnches. 
Failure of any one speclmen shall constltu•e failur.e 
of the test. 



Protective Liner: The adhesive backing of the reflective 
sheeting and tape shall be completely covered by a pro- 
tective l•ner. The protective liner shall be removable 
from the adhesive backing by peeling without soaking in 
water or other solvents and shall be easily removed after 
accelerated storage for four (4) hours at 150 • under a weight of 2.5 pounds per square inch. During removal, 
the liner shall not break or tear or remove the adhesive 
from the backing. 

3.5 

3.6 

Film: The exterior film shall be a transparent, flexible, 
smooth-surfaced, moisture-resisting material and shall 
have sufficient strength and flexibility to be easily 
handled, cut •to shape, processed and applied without 
appreciable stretching, tearing or other damage° 

Shrinkage: Following liner removal, the reflective 
sheeting shall not shrink more than 1/32 inch in !0 min- 
utes nor more than 1/8 inch in 24 hours° The specimen 
shall be a 9 by 9 inch •iece of reflective material 
conditioned wi•h liner attached for a minimum of i hour 
at 72•F and 50% RHo 

3.7 Flexibility: The reflec•ive sheeting, with liner removed 
and conditioned for 24 hours •at 72OF and 50% RH, shall be 
sufficiently flex±ble to show no cracking when slowly 
bent around a i•8 inch mandrel with adhesive contacting 
the mandrel. Fom ease of testing, talcum powder will be 
spread on adhesive to prevent sticking to mandrel° 

3.8 Tensile Strength: The reflective sheeting, w•th the l±ner 
removed, shall have a tensile strength of not •ess than 
5.0 pounds per inch of width when tested in accordance 
with ASTM-D-828-601 and an elongation not less •han i0 
percent when tested in accordance with ASTM-D-987-•ST• 

3.9 Specular Gloss: The reflective •heeting shall have an 85 • 

specular gloss of not less than 40 when teste• •n accord- 
ance with ASTM D-523. 

3.10 Pmocessin• and Cutting: The reflective sheeting shall 
permit preapplicat±on handling, cutting and color proc- essing at temperatures of 60°F to i00°F and relative 
humidities of 20% to 80%. The processed subface sh•il be 
solvent resistan• to permit cleaning with: gasoline, VM & 
P Naphtha, mine•a• spirits, turpentine, methanol a•d •yio•. 

iSee Appendix for ASTM Standards. 
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3oi0.I Color Processing: The reflective sheeting 
shall be capable of accepting color processing 
and shall be compatible with the transparent and 
opaque process colors furnishedby the manufacturer, 
and shall show no loss of the color coat with normal 
handling, shop processing, cutting and application. 

3.11 Color: The diffuse day color of the reflective sheeting 
shall conform to +he requirements of the following color 
tolerance (Table I) and shall be determined in accordance 
with ASTM E-97-55. Geometric characteristics must be 
confined to illumination incident within i0 deg. of, and 
centered about, a direction of 45 deg. from the perpendic- 
ular to the test surface: viewing is within !5 deg. of, 
and centered about, the perpendicular to the test surface. 
Conditions of illumination and observation must not be 
interchanged. The standards for calibrating the test 
apparatus shall be the Munsell Papers designated in Table I. 
They must be properly calibrated on a spectrophotometer. 
The test instrument shall b• one of the following: 

i• Gardner Multipurpose Reflectometer. 

2. Gardner Model AC-2A Color Difference Meter. 

3. Meeco Model V Colormaster. 

4• Hunterlab D25 Color Difference Meter. 

5. Gamma Scientific Telephotometer. 

3.12 Photometric Requirements: The reflective intensity values 
of the reflective sheeting shall not be less than the values 
specified in Table ii for each classification and color. 

3.12.1 Apparatus: Arrangement for the reflective inten- 
sity test shall be as shown in Figure I. A light 
projector having a maximum lens diameter of i inch 
and capable of projecting a 

uniform light shall be 
used to illuminate the sample. The light falling 
on the sample shall, have a color temperature of 
285•°K (equivalent to CIE Std. Source A). The 
light reflected from the test surface shall be 
measured with a photoelectric receiver whose 
response has been co•rected for the color sensi- 
tivity of the average photoplc human eye. The 
dimensions of the active area of the receiver 
shall be such that no point on the perimeter is 
more than I/2 inch from the center. Samples shall 
be mounted on a flat black •est surface not less 
than 3 feet square which, when tested without any 
Nample, shall give no appreciable reading. The 
sample shall be 50 feet plus or minus 2 inches from 
the projector lens and the receiver. The maxmmum 
effective• •rea of the test sample shall be i square 
foot. The max£mum dimension of the test sample 
shall be not greater than 1.5 times the minimum 
dimension. (See Method of Test for additional 
information.) 
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Test Sample Surface 

Normal to Sample Surface 

•al to Sample Surface 

Positive Incidence 
Angle 

Negative Incidence Angle 

Divergence Angle 

Receiver 
Projector 

Figure i. Incidence and divergence angles. 
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Test Procedure: Measure the distance from the 
receiver to the specimen, the area of the test 
surface, arld the illumination incident on [he 
test sut,face, Measure the illumination incident 
on the rece•ver due to reflection from the test 
surface at each angle of ].nc•dence fo• each 
angle of divergence. The angles of incidence and 
divergence shall be as specified. The iilumina- 
tion incident on the test surface and the receiver 
sha].i be measured in the same units. Compute the 
reflec<J.\•e inrens.lt}', R, from the fol. lowing 
equat i on 

Es (A) 

Where: R Ref!ect£ve intensity. 
Er = 

Illumination incident upon the 
rece iver 

Es : 
!li•m-•nation incident upon a plane 
perpendicular to the incidence ray 
at -<he specimen position, measured 
i.n the same units as Er. 

d = 
Distance in feet from the specimen 
to the telephotometer. 

A : A-r•ea in square feet of 1:he -test 
s •.,•. face. 

(See Method of Test for additional information.) 

3o13 Rainfall Per.f.,:•rm,-:•.•,•ce The reflective intensity during 
rainfall shall be dece],m.•.r•ed as follows using the water, 
nozzle arid te,•t se[:up shown •.n Figure 2. 

Place the spe<-:irner•s in an upright position a 
inches below and 4 •.n'::hes in fr, ont of-the nozzle. App!.y 
sufficient water p.•,es•ure so that the sample is uniformly 
covered with wa•:e•.. W•.th water fa!]ing on the specimen, 
measure the ref].ec-•:•v<{ .l. nt:er•sity at •he angles, ol diver- 
gence and ir•.c•_,:1e•c,• •.ve•, in Table 1•][. (See Method of Test 
for addit:[on,:•], info•r,,d•..o• concerning the apparatus a•ud 
procedu_•e, 

The bt"ighcne.:',::• o.t the-r.eflective sheeting sha]± 
not be less than 80% ot the v&lues shown in Table •-io 

i0 
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3.14 Accelerated Wearhe•ing: The reflective sheeting, 
processed and app].[ed in accordance with the manu- 
facturer's recommendations, shall not test less than 
the percentages of the specified wet and dry minimum 
brightness values listed below when subjected to 
accelerated weathering for 1,000 hours in accordance 
with ASTM D822-60 and ASTM G 23-69, Type E Weatherometer. 

(a) Retain not less than 50 percent of the 
reflectivity values specified in Table 
ii. 

(b) Show good color fastness. 

(c) Show no evidence of cracking, scaling, 
pitting, bliste•ing, or dimensional change 

(d) Not be removaz•le f•om the aluminum panels 
without damage° 

The material shall be applied to two (possibly ,three) 
test panels 3 inches wide by 9 inches long, be trimmed 
flush to •he edges of the panel, and be placed in the 
weatherometer wi.t:h the reflective material facing the 
light source. Artier exposure, the panels shall be 
washed with a mild detergent, rinsed thoroughly with 
water• blotted with a soft cloth and rested as specified 
below. 

3.14.1 Ref].ecr[,/e Intensity After, Acceierared Weatherf.ng: 
Each speck_men when tes•:ed fo• reflec•.:[ve intensizy 
shall r.e.-•r at not less than 50% of the specified 
minimum brightness values listed in Table •I. One 
determi•aticn shall be made on each specimen and 
the reflec<].ve intensity shall be the average of 
-the determinations. 

3o14.2 Color Fastness: One specimer•., prepared and 
exposed a•--', spec.if•ed in 3.14, shall be wet with 
a m• d.et gent and water solution and compared 
with a. similarly treated unexposed specimen under 
natural (no•,th sky) daylight or artifi.cEa] day!izht 
having a col<;-r •;emperature of ?500':K• Th( color 
fastne.<s shai. i be evaluated as follows: 

Excellcn,.. blo perceptible change i.n co.ior. 

Good i:'erceptible• but: no a.pp•:ec•ab,_e 
change in color. 

Fair App•'eciable change in color. 

12 
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Appreciable change in color means a change that 
is immediately noticeable in comparing the exposed 
specimen with the original comparison specimen. 
If closer inspection or a change of angle of light 
is required to make apparent a slight change i.n 
color, the change is not appreciable. 

3.14.3 Process Colors: After accelerated weathering no 

process color(s) shall be removable when tested 
by scratchinga 90 ° cross hatch pattern of par•ailel 
lines spaced at 1/8 inch over an area of at least 
i inch square through the color surface, applying 
cellophane tape over the scratched area, and re- 
moving the tape with one quick motion.. 

3.14.4 Shrinkage. o<, .Expgps.ion" One specimen shall be 
measured on all four edges and any edge which 
exhibits shrink{ge or overlap of more than 1/32 
inch shall const.itute failume with respect to 
shrinkage cu, expansion. 

3.14.5 Adhesion After Weathering: One specimen shall be 
tested for adhesion after accelerated weathering 
a:• follows' With a test spatula, evenly srmike the 
film with short, sharp jabs• The removal of more th•n 3/16 inch sheeting and adhesive bya single 
jab sha!• con<,titute failure •h blade of the 
testing spatula shall be 1-1/2 inch icng and 
inch wide at :he square end and shar.pened ar a 30 
angle. Hold the test spatula at a 45 • angle tc •he 
test panel with •he beveled edge down, supporting 
the blade with the index finger. 

3,i5 Satisfactor[ Performance Life: Reflective sheeting processed, 
applied and cleaned in acccrdance with. the manufacturer's 
recommended procedures shall be considered as providing the 
minimum acceptable satisfactory performance life required by the 
specification if the sheeting has not deteriorated @•e •o natur.al 
causes to the extent that: (a) the sign is ineffective for its 
intended purpose when v•e•ed from a vehicle, or (b) the aver-age 
nighttime reflective ln<en•.ity value is less than those speci- 
fied in Table III, expressed as avemage candle power per foot 
candle per square foot a< .• Div. Ang. and -4 ° Inc• Ang• fo• 
the number of years specified. 

The bidder's liability shall be the replacement of: all 
reflective sheeting failing to meet the specified nighttime 
reflective intensity for the number of years required. 

13 
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Table III 

Reflective Intensity Required for Performance Life 

Color Reflective Intensity Years 

Silver-White #i 30.0 7 

Yellow 20.0 7 

Green 3.0 7 

Blue 2.0 7 

Red 5•0 6 

Orange i0.0 5 

Brown 0.5 5 

Gold 20,0 5 

3•16 •=chn•cai Assistance" The vendor furnishing reflective 
sheeting and transparent and opaque process colors shall 
be •esponsibie for. the performance and production speci- 
•ied Upon notification of ma•eria! failure, the vendor 
shall furnish on-sile technical a•sistance within the 
next five working days to the Virginia Department of 
Highways and Transpor:ation's district sign shop 
expressing failure Thi.s technical assistance shall be 
maintained on-si•e until the corrective action is'com- 
pleted •o -•he satisfaction of •he Virg{nia Department 
of Highways and 7ransportation• 

3.17 Cause for Material Rejec•lon and Replacement: The 
Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation 
reserves the right to approve, reject, or cause to be re- 
placed, any or all material failing to satisfactorily 
meet all sections of the specification, including the 
central slgn shop production and•or performance require- 
ments. 

3.18 Material Rep!acemen:: Any or all rejected material, 
• •hich has been doc<•mented by written notification from 

-the Vir..gJnia Depar•tment of Hizhways and Transportation, 
shall be removed •rom the cenrr, al slgn shop and •-,eplaced 
in full quantity a•: no expense to the Virginia Department 
of Highways and T•anspor•tation wilhin ten (!0) calendar 
days. 
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Failure of the vendor to comply with the 
conditions megarding material replacement shall 
constitute grounds for the revocation of the bid 
award and the reaward to the next low bidder. The 
Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation 
also reserves the right to remove the offend•ing 
vendor from the "approved bidders" list for any one 

or all of the reflective sheetin• colors. 
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METHOD OF TEST FOR REFLECTIVE MATERIALS 

io General 

i.i The following information details the pbotcmetric 
test proceduPe and apparatus used to determine 
the reflectivity of engi.neering grade reflec•ive 
sheeting. 

This method of t <- e•L encompasses the procedure 
and apparatus designed for the temporary ! ght 

"• •h foot tunnel benea• tunnel locaticn, •ich •s e 
the Interstate 6• vehicle weigh station nea• 
Sandston, Virginia• As the tun••el ls •rii •)eing 
used by the weigh sta<•ien personnel, the 
cannot be left in •he :unne!; therefore, all 
apparatus is portable ahd has to be se• up 
-to each test. .Until such •ime as a permanent= 
tunnel is pmovided for the •esting of reflect 
materials, this method of test wlii apply. 
strongly recommended tha• a permanent i•ght tunnel 
at least I00 feet •:nng, 7 feet high• and 8 •eel- •de 
be built as soon as possible). 

Light Tunnel 

2ol ligh •, The t runnel is •ca.ed 1.0 mi •==•_ eas, •. c- ,,=:=hm,cnd, 
Virginia, on in•es<tate {• a< the Sand•.< •r'u.: • we:g• 
station, within the secrlon of •he fcon-•unne •enearh 
the 1-64 westbound traffic lanes. 

2.2 The portion of the tunnel being used is appr.::ximately 
i00 feet long and has a cross sect • 
Figure A-I. Lights are provided along the top for. 
illumination, when •he testing apparatus is being set up 

2.3 For the pur.pos,e cf testing, the tunnel has been pai.nred 
with a flat black {Nextol) material to decrease the amount. 
ofreflected light fr•cm the walls, fiocr, etc. _rn. addi- 
tion to the regular dcors at each end of- •.•e 
bulkheads have bee• ppovJ, ded to block exter.nal light. 

When setting up the apparatus, the tunnel •--hcuid be 
entered" from the 
the weigh station• for easy access,, 

!6 
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Concrete 

Figure 3. 

7 

•Biturninous walkway 
Cross section of light tunnel. 

3. Annaratus 

The setup within the light tunnel consists of three 
principal units: a projector, a sample carrier, and a 
receiver. The general arrangement of these units is shown 
in Figure 4. Tables are provided for the support and 
placement of these components. 

Projector. The light source shown in Figure 5 is 
a Kodak Carousel Model 600 slide projector with an 
F-3.5/7 inch lens and DAH long-life 120-V 500-watt 
lamp. In reconditioning the projector for this test, 
the following changes were made: 

(a) The infrared filter between the lamp and the 
lens was removed. 

(b) The lamp and the fan were wired separately. 
The lamp plugs i•nto a variable autotransformer 
and the fan is hooked to a constant voltage 
transformer. 
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Receiver 

Proj ector 

Light beam Sample carrier 

• •,•gure 4 Arra•gemen• of major, components. 

•F_igure 5, L•.gbt projector, 
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(c) The lens face was masked to a one-inch diameter circle° 
(d) A 2 inch by 2 inch aluminum plate with 

a 3/16-in. hole was placed between the lamp and the lens to reduce the projected 
beam to a circle slightly larger than the i sq. ft. sample to be tested in section 3.]2. 

•Projector Su.pport. The projector sf[-ts o• a i/4-inch 
steel plate having three holes fc•:, F•ope• positioning of the projector• The plate, as shown in Figure 6 has four. ad[iustab!e screw-type legs in addition to 
a slot in which the prism is secured and adjusted. The projector and i/4-inch steel plate support 
are aligned by positioning on a 1/8" metal plate attached" to the receiver table which has four holes for the adjustable screw-type legs• gee Fi%ure 
7 for a schematic of the table top on which •he projector and support sits. 

.•6igm.re' •. ]LJ-g h• projector support and prism. 
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i/8-inch• metal plate.•• 

Receiver track 

Table Top 

SampIe 

Constant voltage transformer 

variable 
transforme: 

t/Receiver readout 

Figure 7. 

Table Shelf 

Schematic of projector-receiver table showing 
relative position of instrumentation on table 
•top and shelf beneath table top. 
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3.1.2 Prism. An amici roof prism, as shown in Figure 
8, is positioned in front of the lens to direct 
the projected light at a 90 ° angl.e so as to provide 
space beside the projector for other instrumenta- 
tion. The prism is secured to a metal angle, which 
in turn is attached to the projector support by 
means of the slot shown in Figure 6., The slot 
provides for adjustment of the prism and light 
source in a horizontal plane. 

Figure 8. At right of projector, prism apparatus 
for redirecting light beam.. 

3.1•3 Variable Autorransformer. It is important that 
the l'•ght source remain constant and a color 
temperatur•e of 2856°K is recommended. The vari- 
able autotransi-ormer i.s necessary to adjust the 
voltage to maintain the 2856CK temper•atureo Each 
DAH long-liiie lamp has to be calibrated in order 
•:o determine <:he exact voltage needed to obtain 
2856°K A 120 V.A.C. voltmeter is interconnected 
with the autotransformer to give the voltage 
adjustment for the required 2856°K lamp temperature. 
Figure 9 shows the variable autotransformer and 
voltmeter. The variable autotransformer and volt- 
meter'are p].aced on a shelf provided under, the 
projector-recelver table as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 9, Variable autotransformer and voltmeter. 

3•i.4 Constant Volta..ge Transformer. A constant 

voltage transformer, as shown in Figure i0,. 
is provided to ensure that the voltage does 
not fluctuate during testing. See •igure 7 

for position on projector-receiver shelf° 

Figure i0. Constant voltage transformer. 
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3.2 Light Receiver. The receiver, shown in Figure ii, is 
a Gamma Scmentific autoranging telephoto•eter. The re- 
ceiver is provided with a direct reading range computer 
as shown in Figure 12. Refer to Section 4.2 for details 
on calibration and operating procedure. An instruction 
manual is provided for a detailed description, special 
instructions, etc., for the telephotometer. 

Figure Ii. Autoranging telephotometer receiver. 

Figure 12. Readout fo• telepho•ometer• receivers 
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3.3 

A baffle tube is used to prevent stray light from 
reaching the receiver. The receiver is mounted on a 
carrier at the same bevel above the tunnel floor as the 
light projector. The carrier, as shown in Figure 7, 
is attached to the table and allows the receiver to be 
moved along the carrier track and to rotate around a 
vertical axis. This arrangement provides alignment for 
each observation angle. 

Sample Carrier. The sample carrier, shown in Figure 
13, sits on a table and has adjustable screws at each 

corner for height adjustment. The carrier can be 

rotated about a vertical axis to provide incidence angle 
orientation. This axis of rotation is at the center of 

the sample. 

Attached to the top of the sample carrier is a spray 
apparatus for rainfall simulation on the sample. See 
Section 4.3 for additional information on apparatus and 
•esting procedure. 

Figure 13. Sample carrier. 
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•. Testin$ Procedume 

A general outline of the testing procedure is given below 
and is followed by a step-by-step sequencing for the deter- 
mination of reflective intensity. 

4.1 General Procedure 

Arrange the reflective intensity test as shown in 
Figure 14. Use a light projector capable of pro- jecting a uniform light to illuminate the sample. 
Keep the light falling on the sample at a color 
temperature of 2856°K by use of a variable autotrans- 
former and voltmeter (lamps are calibrated to 
give exact voltage to obtain°!Z856°K). Keep the 
size of the projected spot of id-ght just slightly 
larger than the sample. Position the sample 50 feet 
plus or minus 2 inches from the pqojector lens and 
the receiver. Position the center •of the projehtor 
and receiver lens and the center of the sample 
equidistant from the tunnel floor. 

Measure the distance from the receiver to the 
sample, d, the area of the sample surface, A, and 
the illumination incident on the sample surface, Er. 
Obtain the illumination incident on the sample by 
positioning the receiver at the sample location and 
measuring the light from the projector. Measure the 
illumination incident on the receiver due to reflection 
from the sample surface, Es, at each angle of incidence 
for each angle of divergence. The angles of incidence 
and divergence, shown in Figure 14, are specified in 
Table II. Measure the illumination incident on the 
sample surface and the receiver in the same units. Com- 
pute the reflective intensity, R, from the equation 

Er (d 2 ) 
Es (A) 

where 

R : reflective intensity, 
Er = illumination incident upon the receiver, 
Es : illumination incident upon a plane perpendicular 

to the incidence ray at the sample position, 
measured in the same units as Er, 

d = distance in feet from the sampl6 to the receiver, 
and 

A = area in square feet of the sample test surface. 
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4,2 Detailed Procedure for Testing, Apparatus Assembly 
and Calibration 

The following is the step-by-step p•rocedure for 
assembling, adjusting, and calibrating the light 
tunnel-instrumentation and a detailed procedure 
for obtaining the reflective intensity. 

i. Position the projector-receiver table by 
placing table legs on steel plates attached 
to the tunnel floor. The steel floor plates 
have holes into which the adjustable screws 

on the tab!• •egs are tc be placed. 

Place projector support on the 1/8 inch metal 
plate attached to the table ton• The 1/8 inch 
plate has four 3/4 inch diameter holes in which 
the projecto• support adjustable legs are p•aced 
for orientation. 

3. The projec'tor is then placed on •be projector 
support plate in holes provided fo.< the projector 
legs. 

.4. Assemble prism and prism angle suppor.•. At•.ach 
prism and angle on projector, suppor.t by utilizing 
the slot. 

5. Fine adjustment and orientaticn is pr•ov:£ed for 
at the following places: 

a. Adj•astab!e screws at bot<-om of each leg cf 
the projector-receiver table (table height). 

b. Four adjustable screw legs on projector 
support (projector light source height and 
vertical alignment at iigbt on sample center). 

c. Slot provided on projector, st, pport for prism 
adjustment in a horizontal plane (light align- 
ment on center of sample in a horizontal plane). 

6. It is important to note that after, the proper adjust- 
ments are made for horizon:al and ,;er<:ical orientation 
of the projector light on the sample center', the 
reference point on top of the p•ism, as shown in 
Figure 15, should be centered under the plumb bob 
attached to the tunnel ceilir.g. 7'his re•erence 
point ensures proper orientation of the light source 
(and projector-receiver table) durip.g testing and 
for subsequent testing. 
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Fizure 15. Reference point for positioning light source. 

Plug in projector to receptacle located on projector-receiver table. F•gu•e 16 shows the 
table and receptacle, 

8• Move the receiver' and readout meter to the 
sample position and mount so that the lens 
of the recezver ms in the center of the sample 
position. Obtain the sample center by dr, opping 
a plumb bob from the eyelet attached to the 
tunnel ceil•ilng over the sample table giving 
alignment in a vertical plan. Obtain horizontal 
alignment by securing a string to the eyelet 
attached to the tunnel vertical walls beside the 
sample table. The center of the projector and 
receiver lens should be at the same height above 
the tunnel floor to give illumination incident 
at the plane-of the sample, Er, to be tested. 

Turn the light source and receiver on using the 
following procedure and allowing at least a 30- 
minute warm-up pe•,iod. (See Figure 16 for 
receptacle and switches located on the projector- 
receiver table.) 

(•.I) Establish main power source by munning 
a 50-foot extension cord from the Sandston 
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Figure 16. Receptacle and swi<ch locations 
on r•ece•ver-projector table• 

Weigh Station building to •he pr•ojector 
receiver table main power. plug under the 
table top. (The main power box under the 
projecior-receiver, table top turns on and 
off all power to the projector-receiver table.) 

(9.2) Plug fluorescent light located under the table 
top into the main power box° (The ilgh< has 
its own push switch that contr, ols only the 
light•) 

(9.3) Plug t:he te.lephotometer (optical head on top 
of table and control unit on.table shelf), into 
the plug for the fluorescent light° 

(9.4) Place the.-light source (projec<o•-) on the 
projector-receJver tab[eo (Pro]ector has a 
brown cord which operates the fan on-t:he pro- jector and runs from the top plug on the 
project:or to the main power box. The black 
cord controls the lamp and. runs ±r, om the 
projector's bottom plug to the variable trans- 
former.) Turn the pro3ector on by pushing its 
slide switch all. tbe way up 
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(9.5) Plug the constant voltage transformer located 
on the shelf of the light receiver table• into 
the main power box. 

(9.6) Plug the variable transformer on the shelf of 
the projector-receiver table, into the constant 
voltage transformer. Turn the variable trans- 
former on by flipping its toggle switch to the left, 
and adjust the voltage for the lamp to approxi- 
mately 120 volts on the voltmeter. 

(9,'7) Keep voltmeter plugged into the variable trans- 
former as a unit and positioned on the shelf of 
the projector-receiver table. 

(I0) After warm-up,calibrate the receiver using the following 
procedure. See Figures 17 and 18 for pictures of the 
control unit, operating controls, and optical head, respectively. 

(i0.I) Remove the lid of the control unit by slipping it 
off the hinge pins that hold it to the case. If 
desired, attach it to the bottom of the case by 
means of the extra set of hinge pins. (A brushed 
aluminum spacer is supp•ied to hold the control 
unit at a sloping angle. This spacer fits into one 
of the sets of latches on the control unit case and 
!•d•) 

(10.2) Remove the optical head from the accessomy case. 

(10o3) Attach the flare shield over the objective lens 
by means of its three captive screws° 

(10.4) Place the optical head on .its slide track on top of 
the light receiver table and the control unit on 
the light receiver table shelf. 

(10.5) Connect the optical head to the control unit by 
means of the cable with the BNC connectom, UHF 
connector, and the 7-pin Cannon plug. WARNING: 
The Power Should Be Turned On Only After The 
Optical Head Is Connected To The Contr•ol Unit, And 
The Optical Head Is In A "Dark" (No Light) Condition, 
"Calibrator" "in", "Shutter" Closed, and "Cal. Lamp" 
"Off" 

(10..6) Put the "Remote Program/Internal" switch on "Internal". 
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Auxiliary Filter Compartme•% 
(Photopic filter is inserted here) 

Shutter (visual only) (Note: 
Must be •ull CW for calibration 
ant measurement) 

Log Attenuation Control 
(Note: IC2@@!K systems 
utilize this control for 
tristimulus channel 
selection along with neutral 
density filter selection) 

Selection Control 

IC2000-23 Tripod 

BACK 

IC2001K Ollly 
;Tristimulus 
ch,manel 
adjustments 

IC2000-23 Tripod 

Flareshield 

FRONT 

Figure 18. iC2001 optical head. 
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(10.7) 

(10.8) 

Plug the control unit into the fluorescent 
light outlet under the light receiver table 
top and push the "Power" switch "0n." 

Set the "Aperture" control on the optical 
head to the.6-second position in which the 
calibrator lamp will function properly° Turn 
"Shutter" to closed and the "Calibrator" to "In". 

(i0o9) Turn the "Filter" control to "0". 

(10.10) Push the "Power" switch "Off" and check to see 
that the photopic correction filter is properly 
inserted in the "Aux. Filter" compartment. (This 
filter is mounted in the black 2oinch by 2 inch 
filter holder marked with the serial number of 
-the instrument. It should be lnserted so that 
the filter, material is towards the objective 
lens (•- ±ron•) of the instrument. This filter must 
be so inserted for all foct!ambert measur, ements. 
if it is noT, seriDus e•rors will re<ui•) Push 
the "Power" 7;- ,, ,, •w•.•ch On again• 

(i0.ii) Turn the range switch to ['Auto". 

(i0.12) Set the integral computer on the range to the 
proper settings matching %he optical head, i.e., 
the "6-sect" on the brushed aluminum ring.in 
line with the indicator mark under "Aper." on the 
left side of the dial cover plate, "0" showing in 
the notch on the same brushed aluminum ring, and 
"-3" illuminated in rhe left side of the "Foot- 
lamberts x I0" window (English units)• 

(10.13) Turn the "Function" switch to "Cal. Lamp" position. 

(10.14) Turn "Cal. Lamp" switch to "On". 

(i0.15) Adjust the "Cal. Adjust" potentiometer so that 
the digital panel meter, reads I00.0. 

(i0.16) Turn the "•.'unction" switch •o "Operate". 

(10.17) Unlock the"Coarse Vat. Sens. (H. V. Adjust)" knob 
by turning the knur].ed ring ar.ound the knob, 
counterclockwise. 



(10.18) Adjust the "Coarse" high voltage control for 
a reading of approximately i00.0 x I0 ° foo•lamberts 
("0" illuminated in the exponent window-English 
units). (If desired, the lock may now be set by 
gently turning the knurled outside ring in a 
clockwise direction until snug° Do Not Force.) 

(10o19) Adjust the "Fine" control for a reading of exactly 
i00.0 x i0 ° footlamberts. 

(i0•20) Turn the "Cal..Lamp" switch "Off". 

(10o21) Depress the "Zero Set" button and hold. 

(10.22) Adjust the "Zero" control for a Digital Panel 
Meter (DPM) reading of "00o0" (the far right 
exponent, "0" illuminated during calibration, 
should be illuminated). Note" This is a ten-turn 
potentiometer producing a fine and smooth zero ad- 
justment. 

(10.23) Release the "Zero Set" button. 

(10.24) Depress the "Dark Current Set" button and adjust 
the "Dark Curr•ent '' control for a DPM reading of 
"00.0" (the far left exponent "-3" illuminated 
during calibration should be illuminated)• Note: 
This is a ten-turn type potentiometer giving a 
fine and smooth dark current adjustment• 

NOTE" When In The "Auto" Position, the "Zero" 
is adjusted only when the optical head is in a 
"dark" condition ("Calibrator" "In", "Cal0 Lamp" 
"0ff", and "Shutter" closed), the far right exponent 
is illuminated and the "Zero Set" pushbutron is de- 
pressed. The "Dark Current" is adjusted only when 
the left side exponent is illuminated and the 
optical head is in a "dark" condition. When In 
The Manual Override (out of "Auto." position), the 
"Z6•o"' is adjusted only when the range switch is 
in the first position to the left of "Auto." (leas: 
sensitive) and the optical head is in a '•darZ" 
condition• The "Dark Current" is adjusted only 
when the ••ange switch is full counter.clockwise 
(most sensitive] and the optical head is in a "dark" 
condition. "Zero" and "Dark Current" (• to-) DPM 
readings may fluctuate° 
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(10.25) Repeat steps 8 through 24 to ensure proper adjustments and calibration. (The Auto- 
telephotometer ms now calibrated and stand- 
ardized. The instrument can now measure 
-full-scale from 107 footlamberts down to 10 -4 

foo•lamberts [English units] by using various 
opt•cel head and computer settings [see Operation 
Proceddre]. The exponent dial shows the exponent 
for the power of i0 multiplied by the DPM reading; i.e., a reading of I00.0 x 

I00 footlamberts.) 

(10.26) The following steps allow the telephotometer to 
become less sensitive and, therefore, increase 
its ability to measure in footlamberts brighter 
light° 

(i0.26a) Turn "Cal.• Lamp." switch to "0n". 

(i0.26b) Wait for DPM reading to settle (!00.0 x 105 foot- 
iamberts wixb no filter). 

(!0.26c) Push th6 "Power" switch "Off". 

(I0.26d) Open the "Auxo Filter," compartment on the optical 
head and insert a 2 inch x 2 inch Wrax•en neutral density filter (1.00) on top of the photop•c 
correction filter. (This filter will allow an 
approximate 90% •eduction of the refleczed ixght 
received by the telephotometer.) Note: The 
neutral density filter can be left in for checking 
<he "Zero" and "Dark Curren:" DPM readings, which 
are taken when the "Shutter" is closed, "Cal. Lamp" 
"Off", and "Calibrator" "In" ("dark" condition for 
optical head). 

(i0.26e) Close the "Aux Filter" compartments° 

(I0.26f) Push the "Bower," swltch "On" and let the DPM reading 
settle. Take DPM reading with filter.• Note- The 
reduction in t-he DPM reading should be a factor of 
i0, i0e•, i00.0 x !00 changes to 97.0 x 

I0-io 
(This reduction in the DPM reading is the attenu- 
ation factor fcr the neutral density fil•ero Th•s 
factor sho•].d be multiplied by each r:eadin.z.. 

(10.26g) Tumn "Cal, Lamp" switch to "Off". 

(I0.26h) Recheck "Zero" and "Dark Current" should follow 
steps 21 through 2•.. 
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(i0.26i) Turn "Shutter" to "Open" on optical head. 

(i0.26j) Turn "Calibrator" to "Out" on aptical •head. 

(10.26k) Set "Aperature" on optical head and control 
unit on 3 ° 

(10.261) Use filters 0 through 3 on both the optical 
head and control unit as necessary to obtain 
measurements. 

Ii. Turn on projector light and point in direction of sample 
stand where receiver is positioned. Center the light 
spot on the receiver lens by covering alternate horizontal 
halves and measuring •h.e footcandle intensit• until a 
match is obtained. This procedure is repeated for the 
vertical halves. 

12. Select an aperture (selection and attenuation value) for 
the receiver that gives the maximum on-scale re•ding. 
Also, select an aperture setting that permits the entire 
light source to be imaged•within the aperture area. Use 
the same aperture for obtaining Er and Es. 

In this manner, obtain a reading of the source brightness 
or illumination at the sample, Er. Also, record the 
following: 

a) Aperture selection 
b) Log attenuation value 
c) Number of neutral density filters 

14. Return the receiver to the projector-receiver table and 
position it on the receiver track where it can be vertically 
rotated or displaced in a horizontal plane per•pendicular to 
the light source ray. 

With the same aperture setting as used in step 12, align 
the white vertical mark on the bottom of the receiver with 
the white mark on the receiver track, as shown in Figure 
19, which gives the required divergence angles. (The 
cross hairs within the receiver eyepiece should be centere• 
on the sample when the receiver is properly positioned 
according to each divergence angle•.) Position the projector 
light source (prism) and sample (beneath plumb bobs) so that 
•he distance, d, between the sample .and receiver will be as 
follows for each divergence angle" 
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Divergence angle 

0.2 ° 

0.5 ° 

2.0 ° 

Distance "d" (F't•) 

50.00 

50.08 

50 o15 

16. Align the sample carrier by setting it on the sample cat, tier: 
table and centering under the plumb bob attached tc the tunnel 
ceiling. (A reference point is provl.ded on the top cf the 
sample carrier for this ai•gnment, as shown in Figure 20.) 

17 To ensure that the sample -• perpendlc•lar tc the !•gh•, 
place a flat ? inch :>.: '2 •nch mlrr-cr on •.he sample car.tier w•.h 
the center of the mi:'=or a: •he center of <.be sample and pqace 

•._k cf •:•r ,,--• mak:ng sure •here a• no double-faced tape on •._.• 
wrinkles. Adjust samp•e carrier until m&rror returns -be light 
source image to the plane oe 7.:he light Use screw type feel 
on the bottom of sample car• •e• <o ad3us< re<urn c.f the 
source beam. Check plumb and sample reference point. 

7_.• Remove mirror and place shee::ng sample (12 inch x I? inch) on 
sample carrier by a•rach•ng wz<h a rubber band ar'ound sample 
camrier and sample° With receiver posz%ioned tc cover sample 
with aperture, read the refiecled light, Es, from %he sampie.. 
Repeat for each angle of @i•zergence and incidence {see Table 
and record: 

a) Aperture se !ect•cn 
b) Log atten•_:at •cn vai,,=e 
c) Neutral dens •ty fi].Ters:, 

(The sample carrier, wh.lch rolates abcut a verzical axis, has 
each incidence angle marked, as shown =r• F•gure 21.) 

Determine the bright_hess c.f •he sample by the eq•at•cn 

o 

Es (A) 

where 

R : reflective :n,1en.s:,ty o•'. br. ightness zn bn±•.s of 
candlepc•,•,er p=•- •oc-+,•andle per square 

Er : illumination <;•: ca.ndiepowe-• znc&den< on receiver'. 
(reflected l&gb< fz-cm ._sample), 
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Es : illumination or candlepower incident on 
sample (receiver at sample position), 

d = 
distance in feet from the sample to the 
receiver (this distance i.s fi×ed and noted 
above which sample and projector are referenced 
using plumb), and 

A = area of sample in square feet. 

4.3 Rainfall Test 

The following details the appar•,atus and procedure used in 
determining the reflective intensity during simulated rainfall 
conditions. 

4.3.1 Apparatus. The spray apparatus, as shown in Figure 22, 
consists of a p!as•lc spray bar with fifty-one 0.0400 
(60 wire gauge) diameter holes wlthin a length of 12½ 
inches. Water. is provided by interconnecti_on with a 
regular garden type hose from the weigh station's water 
supply. A plexiglass trough or catch basin is placed 
under the sample holder for the purpose of collecting 
the water. A hose outlet is. attached to the meat of the 
trough for drainage outside the tunnel. 

4.3.2 Procedure. 

i, Connect the water hose to the spray appar.arus and to 
the water supply. (A hole has been dr-i!ied .through 
the north wall of the light tunnel for hockup to the 
water spigot located adjacent to the spiral stairs 
leading to the weigh szation•) 

2, A 12 inch x 12 inch sample is p!aced in an upright 
position 6 inches below and 4 inches in fmont of the 
nozzle. Sufficient water pressure is applied to 
obtain a uniform wetting of the entlre sampie• 

After the sample is thoroughly and uni.form!y wetted, 
reflective intensity readings are again-taken following 
the procedures stated in Section 4,2 s-teps I• through 
19, 
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Figure 19. Receiver °carrier divergence angle settings. 

Figure 20. Reference point for sample alignment. 
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Figure 21. LYlCileF.ce •c7 =,:=•e• on sample carrier. 

Water 
Supply 

Spray bar 

Drainage 

Figure 22. Water spray apparatus. 
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APPENDIX 

ASTM STANDAP.DS 

Technical Association of Pulp •lnd 
Paper Industry 

Standard Method T 404 os-61 

Standard Method of Test for 
TENSILE BREAKING STRENGTH OF PAPER AND 
PAPERBOARD 

This Standard is issued under the fixed designation D 828: the number immediately following the designation indicates the 
,',ear of original adoption or, in the case of revision, the3year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the }'ear of 
last reapproval. 

I. Scope 
1.1 This method covers the determination of 

the tensile breaking strength of papers and 
paperboards. Related methods include ASTM 
Methods D 829, Test for Wet Tensile Breaking 
Strength of Paper and Paper Products and 
D987, Test for Stretch of Paper and Paper 
Products Under Tension. 

2. Significance 
2.1 Tensile strength is a fundamental prop- 

erty and belongs to that group of properties 
associated with paper manufacture since it is 
influenced by the kind, quality, and treatment 
of the fiber constituents and by the way the 
sheet has been formed on the paper machine. 
The test is indicative of the serviceability of 
many grades such as wrapping, bag, gummed 
tape, and cable wrapping, which are subjected 
to direct tensile stresses. Tensile strength meas- 

urements indicate the potential resistance to 
breaking when the paper web is subjected to 
strains during travel from the roll through the 
web press mechanism in the process of print- 
ing. 

3. Apparatus 
3.1 Tensile Testing Machine, having the 

following characteristics: 
3. I. Two clamps from v., to 2.0 in. 2.7 to 

"51 mm) wide (see Section 5 for preferred 
widths) with clamping surfaces in the same 

plane parallel to the direction of motion of the 
applied stress and so aligned that they hold the 
test specimen in that plane throughout the test 
,•,,ithout slippage. At the start of the test the 
edges of the jaws of the clamps are set apart at 

"'•-.,-o.=1+"° in. (180t] mm) (See Explanatory 
Notes at end of this method.• 

NOTE mAIthough man• machines are arranged 
for an 8-in. (203-ram)jag separation distance 
especially for paperboard and coarse papers, the 
preferred jaw separation at the start of the test is 180 
mm in all cases. If necessarx, it is usually not 
difficult to have the machine cl•anged accordingly. 

3.1.2 Means for applying a smoothly in- 
creasing load to the test specimen until it 
breaks, the increase being such that additional 
load applied each second is not different by 
more than 10 % from the additional load ap- 
plied in the previous second. 

NOTE 2mThis condition is fulfilled b• most mo- 
tor-driven tensile breaking strength tc•ters, including 
the incline plane testers, temperature-compensated 
spring testers, the usual pendulum t)pe of apparatus, 
and the constant-rate-of-elongation testers, provided 
that the slope of the stress-strain curve does not 
change abruptly. 

3.1.3 Means of indicating the applied load 
at the instant of rupture, to within +1 •:•. 

4. Calibration 

4.1 Check the apparatus for cleanliness. 
Then level it accurately in each of the principal 
directions. Check all the moving parts to 

ensure that they move freely. Apply various 
dead weights to the clamp actuating the in- 
dicating mechanism and no•e the scale read- 

]his method is under lhc juri•dm•',/,•n of AS1-M 
miuee D-6 P•,l•r and P:,pcr 

Current edition acccplcd Sept. I% I•hO Ori•nall} issued 
19•5. Replaces D 82• 48. 

Annual Book of ASTM Smndard• P•rt 20. 
Disconlinucd, 1968 Annual L kT•t .Stand- 

ard_•, Part 15. 
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ings when the •eights and mechanism come 

gently into an equilibrium position from the 
direction and at the approximate speed u'•cd in 

an actual tc.•t. In general, each range of the 
machine should be verified at three or four 
widely spaced points, and if errors greater than 

% are found, a correction curve should be 
constructed. Verify the apparatus within 
month prior to an)' test. 

NOTE 3--When calibrating the pendulum type of 
tester, first determine the effect of the friction of the 
pawls, as follows: 

Procedure A--With the pawls engaged as in 
normal use. allow the calibration •eight to exert its 
force by loitering it gradually by hand at about the 
speed used i• an actual test. Do pot drop it nor i,. 
it too slowly. 

Procedure B•With the pawls •edged up •ith a 
small piece of paper bent double, gently apply the 
same calibration •eight at the speed to be used and 
allow the pendulum to come to equilibrium from the 
same direction as in an actual test. 

If the reading by Procedure A is measurably less 
•han by Procedure B, then the friction of the panels is 
the more important: therefore calibrate the scale by 
Procedure A. but first remove an,,' noticeable frictien 
in the pa•ls. If the reachng by PrOcedure -\ is greater 
than by Procedure B, the friction is less significant 
than the inertia: therefore calibrate by Procedure B. 

With other t)pes of testers, follow the manufac- 
turer's instructions and the general instructions given 
above. 

5. Test Specimen 
5.1 Obtain the samples and condition them 

in accordance with ASTM Methods D 585, 
Sampling and Accepting a Single Lot of 
Paper, Paperboard, Fiberboard, or Related 
Product and D 685, Conditioning Paper and 
Paper Products for Testing. respectively. For 
each principal direction to be •ested, cut at 
least ten specimens with clean and parallel 
edges to a width within 0. mm of the nominal 
width, and over 200 mm, preferably 9.9 in. 
(250 mm) long. Avoid abnormalities, water- 
marks, creases, and wrinkles. 

5.2 For paper, cut the specimens preferably 
0.59 in. (15.0 mm) wide. For coarse papers, 
such as building papers and paperboards over 

0.12 in. (3 mm) thick, cut them preferably 1.00 
in. (25.4 mm) wide. In either case, do not cut 
the test specimens less than 0.5 in. (13 ram) nor 

more than 2.0 in. (51 l"nm) wide. 

NOTE 4--Varying the width of the test specimen 
between 0.5 and 2 in. (13 and 51 mm)does not, in 
general, make. much difference in the proportionate 
test results, except for unbeaten long-fiber papers 
when the difference may be appreciable. 

D 828 

6. Procedure 

6.1 Make the test in an atmosphere condi- 
tioned in accordance with Method D 685. 

6.2 Avoid touching the portions of the speci- 
mens that will be between the jaws. Tightly 
clamp one end of a test specimen in the upper 
jaw after placing the specimen loosely in the 
Io•er jaw and checking its alignment. Then 
tightly clamp the lower end of the specimen 
and apply the load. 

NOTE 5--Except for a referee test, time may be 
saved by aligning and clamping the ends of the ten 
specimens together in the upper jaw and breaking 
them one at a •ime, after clamping the lower end of 
each in the lo•er jaw. 

6.3 Operate the tester so that the average 
time for the completion of the test will be 
within 10 ± 5 s. The appropriate setting of the 
tester may be determined from a trial test 
specimen, or a table may be prepared giving 
the approxim•te settings for a particular type 
of tester for each width of specimen and its 
expected breaking strength and elongation. 

NOTE 6--In cases of dispute, the average time to 
fracture should be 10 ± 2 s. Normally the rate of 
loading is not a very important factor; doubling it 
usually results in. an increase of only about 2 %. 

6.4 Reject readings from individual speci- 
mens if the specimen slips of breaks in or at the 
edge of the clamps. 

6.5 Record the result of each individual 
breaking load to the nearest two or three 
significant figures. 

6.6 Test at least ten specimens cut in botla 
principal directions of the paper, unless the 
strength in one direction only is required. 

6.7 Compute the average breaking load and, 
preferably, also the standard deviation for each 
direction tested. 

7. Report 
7.1 Reportthe results obtained on specimens 

cut in the machine direction as the tensile 
strength, machine direction, and on specimens 
cut in the cross direction as the tensile strength, 
cross direction. 

7.2 Report the average value of the break- 
ing load calculated either to kilograms-force 
per 15 mm or to pounds-force per inch to three 
significant figures (kgf/15 mm × 3.73 lbf/ 
in.). 

7.3 A complete report requires in addition, 
statements of the following: 
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7.3.1 Width of the lest specimen, 
7.3.2 Distance betv,'een the jav,s at the start 

of the test, 
7.3.3 Average value of the "'time to break" 

for each principal direction tested, 
7.3.4 Number of specimens tested in each 

direction, 
7.3.5 Standard deviation for each direction 

tested, and 
7.3.6 Type of testing machine and speed of 

operation of the driven head. 

D 828 

NOTE 7--in a pendulum tester, the specd depends 
on the scale used and the leverage of the pendulum as 

v, ell as the rate of movement of the stressing jaw. 
The speed of operation may be expressed as ihe 
average time to break, or as the average increase of 
load per second, but preferably, if available, as the 
average extension per second. 

8. Reproducibility 
8.1 Duplicate determinations of the tensile 

breaking strength from sets of specimens from 
the same shipment but on different machines, 
should agree within 5 %. 
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FXPLANATORY NOTES 

NOTI: I•lf a lesser distance between the clamps 
is employed, a higher test result is usual. For papers 
that have a poor formation, the difference betaeen 
100 mm and the standard distance of 180 ram, may 
anaount to over 10 q. Where a length of specimen of 
180 mm is not possible, the machine may bc adapted 
to 6 in. {150 ram). 4 in. (100 ram), or 

2in, (50 ram). 
If the specimens are too sht•rt fi)r the tester, they 
lnay bc extended by means of slrip• of strong, 
gummed kraft. In any of these deviations from 
standard, ho•ever, the fact should bc recorded in a prominent position in the rcporl. 

NOTE 2--The jaw separation distance of 100 mm 
is standard for pulp test sheets. The results are 
calculated to breaking length i• meters, bascd on the 
moi,•turc-frcc •eight of the •c•t ,•hcets. See Standard 
T20 2 m-53 of the Technical A•sociation of Pulp and 
Paper Industry, entitled "'Physical Testing of Pulp 

N+•li- 3---l'he main change in this rcvismn is to 
replace the requirement for the rate of Iotttli:•g from 
a rather c<m•plicatcd procedure to the •,amc lime ,)f 
10 for all papcr• and papcrboards. 

By i,uhlic'ation o]- this standard po•iti•;n i• ta•,n with re.•lW•! 
therewith, a,•d the ,4 merican Stwief|" [or 7e•ti•z• rand .•fatcrial•" does un,l•.rta•e to utili:ing the .wandord 
ttgatnst liabtlit)" [or in/ringenu'nt o]any Letter.• Patent •uch liability. 
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TECIINICAL ASSOCIATION OF PULP AND PAPER II'•DUSTRY 
STANDARD METHOD T q57 m-•O 

STP,I';TCH OF P..\PEI( AND 
TENSION 

A.S.T.M. Designation: D 987- 48 T 

I.•.•t;:•, 194•.: 

This Tentative .Meth,,d h,-.:• lJeep, aliprovc,,J }Jr the _,ponsorin• c,•mn',ittce 
and accel,tcd 1,,.- the- S,cictv {n ;;cc,•':dar!cc it.}l cs:abiished T•rc, ccdurcs. 
for use pending ad,,i,thm ::s .•;an,iard. .<.ug•cstions %r rc•isio.,:: >houid 
be addressed to t}a. S,,cie',y at •o16 Race St., Pl:iiadclphia 3, Pa: 

Scope 
I. This method covers the procedure 

for measuring the stretch of paper and 
paper products under tension, The 
method is intended to be used, when 
desirable, in conjunction with the Star, d- 
ard Method of Test for Tensile Bre.:tk- 
ing Strength of Paper and Paper l•rod 
ucts (A.S.T.M. Designation: D S2S): 
The numerical result obtained usually 
includes the elastic an:t inelastic eionga- 
lion and also the elongation occurring 
from initial to complete rupture of the 
test specimen. Tiffs last elongation is 
in man)" cases (.bonds, ledgers, and 

Under the standardization p:oce,lure r,f tLe Society, 
this method is under tim jari:qicti,m of the A.S.T.M. 
Committee D-6 I'apet and I',•r,.•r t'roJuct•. 

Accepted by t};(' Society at annual m,.'ctin2, June, 19;s. 
'l'he follo:vine rt:•erence$ may be oi interest in 

tion with this method: 
P. L. IIouston, "l-•ffect of Lenath anti Width of Test 

Sp¢c|men the Breaking Strcnath an:l }'.iotleation 
Paper," Paper 7,ad* Journd.:, Vol. 7¢,, No. 12, .March 22, 
1921, p. J. d'A. Clark, "Some Ohscr•a•ions Bur>t. Tensile, 
•ntl Suetch "l"e•ts," 1'are• 7"•a'e .:oa, nai, VoI. V,.'. No. JUantlary 9, 193o. PD. 40-42• 7¢c/micai .4•oci•tion 

19. •u::e. 193f•, pp. 
"Tlse Measurement ot Stretch of ]'aDrr," lw;trumrnta- 

fio Studies--Repmt No. 36, New Yo=k, Amer•ca•t ar,er tnd Pulp Association, I:cbruary 10, 19t2. 
Standard Specifications for Textile 'l'e•tin;: Machines {A.S.T.M. Designation: D 76•, 1917 Supplement to Book 

A.S.T.M. S•ndards, Part III-A. 
1946 B•k of A.S.T.M. Stamlards, Part III-B. 

printing papers not specially treated) 
rather smal! (usually of the o:'der of 
0.05 to 0.35 per ten: in 1S0 ram.). 
Therefore, the results of this test repre- 
.<.ent the per•.ent,..,..;c,,•,,• up d 
)a.,l.. > including rupture under tension. 

Apparatus 
2. The testin• maciaine sEall conform 

to Section 2 of A.S.T.M. 5Ie•hod D 828 
and shall also have the following feazures: 

(a) Means of atq•!ying a predezer- 
mined initial tension :o the test specimen 
wh;le it is being clamped, and 

(•) 5ieans of indicating or rec,qrding 
the elonRation of the test specimen, tip 
to the instant of'cornt>iete rupture, to 

an accuracy of plus or minus 0.S ram. 
(0.02 in.). 
Calibration of Apparatus tlaving Indicat- 

ing Device Only 
3. (a)To ensure that ihe stretch- 

indicating mechanism is stable, I,laccthe 
pendulum about h:llfwav up on the scale, 
set the stretch intiicator at some inter- 
mediate position, and then jar the instru- 
ment slightly and note whether the 
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stretch indicator moves. If it does so, 
either the stretch mcchani.•m should be 
.counterbalanced or the spring friction 
holding it in petition •hould be increased. 
Otherwise a serious error m: D' be cauzcd 
by the jar that occurs, especially whoa 
a strong specimen breaks.under test. If 
necessary, adjust the overhang on the 
trigger-rclca•e mechanism so that, im- 
mc(Ikttch" after the q)ecimcn breaks, the 
indicator no h)nger is actuate•l. 

(&) Where the stretch indicato: 
part (•f the l,cnduium t':pc of 
damp t}•c pcn•luium at zero, set the 
lower clarnp •:e.tr the u•cr,, cla.m.t,• 
set the stretch indica:c,r c•t zero v,it•: 

indicator a,ljustcd to -and cn•:•ged 
the lov.er clamp of t•e machine. 
inside vernier calipers or a 

catheto•:{•:er. 
measure the d(stance 5etv.een the clamps 
to the nearest 0.2 ram. (0.0! in.). Move 
the lov:er clamp down a short distance 
(about 2.5 ram. (0.10 in.)) and 
measure the distance betweea clam•s 
with the same accuracy as be,o.e. The 
indicated stretch should correspond 
the difference between the two vernier 
readings. Repeat tke nrocedure for at 
least five points distributed aloe 7 the 
elongation scale. 

(c) An alternative method is as %!- 
lows: Grip a strong rubber strip between 
the clamps of the tester in exactly the 

same manner as when testing a speci- 
men. Measure the distance between 
the clamps to the nearest 0.2 ram. 

(0.01 in.). Operate the machine so 

that the strength indicator functions. 
Compare the indicator rcadin,,,•_, at not 
less than five distributed l>oints on the 
scale, with the-respective changes in the 
distance between the clamps as rneasarevl 

tometer. 
(d) If necessary, prepare a calit0ration 

table or ch:trt showing, corrections fouml 
for the stretch indic:ttions. Unless the 

UXDF.R Tr:xsmx (D 987 -48 T) 

apparatus is altered in any vital way, 
there is no need to repeat the calibrati•m, 
once it has been done, but, if the stretch 
indic:ttin.e, mechanism is not counter- 
balanced, it should be tested for stability 
from time to time by jarring as describe,l 
in Paragraph (a). 
Calibration of Apparatus }laving Record- 

ing Devices 

4. (a) Set the clamps of the 

test. l'Iacc a chart in its hot, 
citl•c.r :z•lTu:t :he [)o•iti,.):• •)f the c}•_•t .," 

a,ljust :!•c pen so t•:at zero [ua(1 :L:; :.:L-r 

cat}tctometer. 
ure :Y:e c!•sr:•nce bet.'.ee:: :he edges ,,f 
cl:.•n:ps z,• tke neares• •).2 nzm. fl).0! :', 

":" {a,.vs will 
increaMng elongation a: zero !o•d. 
the chart is properly located •n tee 
ho.c•er, •he I•ne drawn by the pen :,;'• be 

Cil.:. ;,,perimr•osed on •h• axis of the 
•l,o'.'.mg zero load and vari=b!e 
tion. Ii zhis does not occur, ac'.:u:• 
chart until it does so. With the ch:•rt 
properly adiusted and no specimen 
tee clamps, operate the machir, e 

the pen indicates an elo•:gation of 
25.4 ram. (1.0 in.); then measure 

distance between the edges of the ciamp5 
to the nearest 0.2 ram. (0.01 in.). The 
difference between the second and the 
first measurement of .•istance 
the jav.s should correspond to 
indication of the pen. Repeat 
comparison of measured 
between jaws with the indication of 

pen at not less than five d•strit•uted 
points on the chart. 

(b) If appreciable ,liscrepancies 
tv, ccn pen indicat).ms and me:•surc• 

sm•ara ions of the iaw• are found, con=u it 
the "Causes of Error in Rcc4rd•ng 
El,•naatinn" listed in the AIq•cndix. 
If any of these causes of error are found 
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to apply to the apparatus being cali- 
brated, correct thmn .if possible, and 
repeat the calibration. 

Test Speciraens 
5. The test specimens shall be of the 

dimensions (Notes 1 and 2) and shall 
be prepared and conditioned as 

prescribed in Section 4 of A.S.T.M. 
Method D 82S. At least 10, and pre- 
ferably 20, specimens cut from each of 
the principal directions of the paper 
shall be tested. 

NOTE 1.•5hortcning the di•:ancc between 
clamp jaws tends to increa!e the test result, 
because the stretch after initial fracture of :he 
specimen n',ay he appreciab!e and i• inde::,cndcnt 
of the distance between jaws. The accurate 

indication of .*tretch for s.•eclmens much less 
than 180 ram. (7.1 in.) is questionable unless 
u.nusua!ly good apparatus is used. 

No•v- 2.--Varying the width of the test 

specimen between 12.7 ram. (0.5 in.) and 25.4 

ram. (1.0 in.), with a proportionate rate of 
loading, does not, in general, cause much differ- 

e.-a_ce in te•t resuhs, except for unbeaten, long- 
fibere papers, where the difference may be as 

much as 10 per cent of the recorded amount. 

Procedure 
6. (a) Make the test in an atmosphere 

conditioned in accordance with the 
Standard Method of Conditioni::g Paper 
and Paper Products for Testing 
(A.S.T.M. Designation: D 685)? 

(b) Insert the test specimen in the 
clamps of the testing machine and check 
/or proper alignment. Tighten the 

upper ja•s securely, apply a small 
initial load (Note 1) to the opposite end 
of the test specimen, and then tighten 
the lower jaws securely. For specimens 
having a breaking strength of less than 
2.3 kg. (5.0 lb.), the initial load shall be 
10 4- 2.5 per cent of the average breaking 
load of the test specimen; and for speci- 
mens having a breaking load greater 
than 2.3 kg. (5.0 lb.), the initial load 
shall be 0.23 kg. (0.5 lb,). With testing 
machines in which test specimens are 

held vertically, the initial load can be 
applied conveniently by temporarily 

attaching the required weightto the end 
of the test specimen protruding from 
the lower clamp and then tightening the 
lower jaws securely. 

NoxE 1.--'ri•e puq•ose of the initial lo.,d is 
to remove any cockles or waviness in the test 
specimen. With most papers this small initial 
load •ill not sensibly affect test results. 

(c) Apply the tension load as described 
in Scc',ion 5 of A.S.T.M. Method D 823. 
The appropriate rate of loading (Note 
2) shall be determined from a trial test 
specin:en. Note the indicated stretch 

to the nearest 0.5 smati division o'a the 
scale or chart. 

Norr Z--The stretch :es'. for some papers is 

not a.>.r, reciaLiy affected bv the rate of loading. 
For other papers, doubling the rate of loadh:g 
may increase the test re_•uit !4" a• much as 5 per 
cent of the recorded amount. 

Report 
7. Results obtained on specimens cut 

in the machine direction s}',all be reported 
as stretch, machine direction; and results 
obtained on specimens cut in the cross 

direction shall be reported as stretch, 
cross direction. All values shall be 
reported as a percentage of the initial 
length between the clamps, to one 

decimal place. The report shall include 
the following: 

(I) Make and type of machine usecl 
for ,'• tll'Ib, 

(2) Rate of loading used, 
(3) Width of test specimen, 
(4) Distance between edges of jaws 

of clamps at start of test., 
(5) Average, maxhnum, and minimum 

results, and 
(6) Number of specimens tested. 

Reproducibility 
8. Duplicate determinations on dif- 

ferent sets of speci•nens, from the same 

lot should agree within 10 per cent for 
values that are not over 2.0 and within 
5 per cent for values above 2.0. 

A-6 
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APPENDIX 

CAUSES Or ERROR IN" RECORDING STRETCIt 

(a) Faulty Ruling of Charts.--The ruled 
lines on the charts should be at right angles, or 

at the proper an.g','z for '.he partict•iar appara'•us 
(by Fa:dty C:&.ing of Charts.--Tile 

edgesof the chartshouid beparaild. ]'he four 
corners o[ the chart should be right 
The edges should Le cut •hrough z line p•ntcd 
outside the ruled area as a guidv for this purpose. 
The presence of 2 cu:-l•ne can be dete.z:cd 
edge of a properly" cut 

(c) Failure of Chart, Pen, and Cl•m p to 
M•4ng. Simult,;neously.•Poor coordination of 
movement of the chart, pen, and c•amp 
indicated by a changing (varizble)error 
recorded elongation, when computed on a 

percen rage 
(d) Impro•er Trar•rse 3[on,•',nent of t• Pen 

•n be caused by a compacted or stretched 
•bIe on testing machines 'a•[ng th•s type 
equipment. It also can be caused by an error 

in the ratio of :he circumference of two 
mounted on the •me •aft. 

(e: Improper .Ifa.•n(£calion of Chart or Pen 
.ff•ement.•Where the char• or pen movement 
is ob•a•ne,• by mcan• o[ a movable purity, error 
i:• maFnification oi this movement may be 
caused if the diam¢;c: of :Ee caLlc varies, 

(f, Fcil:•r•' o, t,:.•" fen t,• Drew c L:'•:e i'•r,z:;el 
to t•':e Axis ,; lke CLeft •.No:e), v.hcn a no.n- 

stretch s•,ec•:zzev, (a ".h•n s:r•D ,>• metal, a• s•eeD 
:,4• clar,:•cd it, the jaws and •oad is applied, 
"•d•ates a vad•bie error, •e tither to i•?roper 
geometry of •he tesd::g machine or to the use of 

an incorrect angle ia pr•n•ing the char•s. 

Yoz:<.•The axis indicating zero stretch and 
increasing load is not necessarily a s:ra•;h: 
Ene On pendulum-ty;:e testing machk:es, 
it is frequently somewhat curved at higher 
loads. On many testing machines, it forms an 

ang',e ',vkh the other base line indicating zero 

load and variabie stretch. The angle dep•adn 
upon the geometry of the machine. 

A-7 



Designation: D 5:23 67 
(Reapproved 1972) 

American National Standard Z 131.1 1969 (R 1974) 
Approved Aug. 12. 1974 

By American National Standards Institute 

Standard Method of Test for 
SPECULAR GLOSS 

This Standard is issued under the fixed designation D 523; the number immediately following the designation indicates the 
s'ear of original adoption or, in the case of revision, the year of last revision. A number in parenthe•s indicates the year of iast reapproval. 

1, Scope 
!.1 This method covers the comparison of 

the specular gloss of nonmetallic specimens 
for glossmeter geometry of 60, 20, and 85 dog 
•I), (2), (3), (5), (6), 

2. Definitions 

2.1 specular gloss--the luminous fractional 
reflectance (6) of a specimen at the specular 
direction. 

2.2 luminous fractional reflectance--the 
ratio of the luminous flux reflected from, to 
that incident on, a specimen for specified solid 
angles. 

3. Summary of Method 

3.1 Comparisons are made with 60, 20, or 
85-deg geometry. The geometry of angles and 
apertures is chosen so that these procedures 
may be used as follows: 

3.1.1 The 60-deg geometry for intercom- 
paring most specimens, and for determining 
when either the 20-deg or the 85-deg geome- 
try is applicable. 

3.1.2 The 20-deg geometry for comparing 
specimens having 60-deg gloss higher than 70. 

3.1.3 The 85-deg geometry for comparing 
specimens having 60-deg gloss lower than 30. 

4. Apparatus 
4.1 Instrumental Components---The appa- 

ratus shall consist of an incandescent light 
.•ource furnishing an incident beam, means for 
locating the surface of the specimen, and a 

receptor located to receive the required pyra- 
mid of rays rellccted by the specimen. The 
reccplor shall be a photosensitive device re- 

sponding to visible radiation. 
4.2 Geometric Conditi, ms--The axis of lhe 

incident beam ,shall be at one o, the specified 

angles from the perpendicular to the specimen 
surface. The axis of the receptor shall ,be at 
the mirror reflection of the axis of th• incident 
beam. With a fiat piece of polished black glass 
or other front-surface mirror in specimen po- 
sition, an image of the source shall be formed 
at the center of the receptor field stop 
(receptor window). The len.gth of the illumi- 
nated area of the specimen shall be equal to 
not more than one third of the distance from 
the center of this area to the receptor field 
stop. The axis of th, e incident beam and the 
axis of the receptor shall be w, ithin 0.1 deg of 
the nominal value indicated by the geometry. 
The dimensions and tolerances of the ,.,•urce 
and receptor shall be as indicated in Table 1. 
The angular dimensions of the receptor field 
stop are measured from the receptor lens in a 
collimated-beam type instrument, and from 
the test surface in a converging-beam type 
instrument. See Fig. for a generalized illus- 
tration of the dimensions. The tolerances are 
chosen so that errors of no more than gloss 
unit at any point on the scale will result from 
errors in the source and receptor apertures 

4.3 Vignetting--There shall be no vignet- 
ting of rays that lie within the field angles 
specified in 4.2. 

4.4 Spectral Conditions--Results should 
not differ, significantly from those obtained 
with a source-filter photocell combination that 

:This method is under the juri•,diction of ASTM 
mittee D-I Paint, Varnish, l.acqucr, and Related Prod- 
ucI•. 

Current edition cffcctkc •cpt. •, 1907. Originally issued 
1939. Replaces D 523 t•6 

hc boldface numbers •.=rcnthc•c• rci•r to the il,• •f 
rcfercacc• at the cud of lhi, •cthod. 

•List of manufacturers of glossmclcrs can be obtained 
from ASTM Ilcadquartc•. 1916 Race SI., Philadelphia, 
Pa. 19103. 
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is spectrally corrected to yield CIE luminous• 
efficiency with CIE Source C. Since specular 
reflection is, in general, spectrally nonselec- 
tive, spectral corrections need be applied only 
to highly chromatic, low-gloss specimens upon 
agreement of users of this method. 

4.5 Measurement Mechanism--The recep- 
tor-measurement mechanism ,•hall give a 
numerical indication that is proportional to 
the light flux passing the receptor field stop 
within :i: percent of full-scale reading. 

5. Reference Standards 

5.1 Primary Working Standards may be 
highly polished, plane, black-glass surfaces. 
Pol•shed black glass with a refractive index of 
1.567 shall be assigned a specular gloss value 
of 100 for each geometry. The gloss value for 
glass of another refractive index can be com- 
puted from the Fresnel equation (6). For small 
differences in refractive index, however, the 
gloss value will be a linear function of index, 
but the rate of change of gloss with index is 
different for each geometry. Each 0.001 incre- 
ment in refractive index will produce a change 
of 0.27, 0.16, and 0.016 in the gloss value as- 
signed to a polished standard for the 20, 60, 
and 85-deg geometries, respectively. For 
example, glass of index 1.527 would be as- 
signed values of 89.2, 93.6, and 99.4 in order 
of increasing geometry. 

5.2 Secondary Working Standards of ce- 
ramic tile, depohshed ground opaque glass, 
emery paper, and other semigloss materials 
having hard and uniform surfaces, are suitable 
when calibrated against a primary working 
standard on a glossmeter known to meet the 
requirements of this method. Such standards 
should be checked periodically for constancy, 
by comparing with primary standards. 

6. Preparation and Selection of Test Speci- 
mens 

6.1 This method does not cover preparation 
techniques. Whenever a test for gloss requires 
the preparation of a test.specimen, specify the 
technique of specimen-preparation. 

6.2 Use surfaces of good planarity, since 
surface warpage, waviness, or curvature may 
seriously affect test results. The directions of 
brush marks, or similar texture .effects, should 
be parallel to the plane of the axes of the two 
beams. 

D 523 

Nor• I.-To determine the maximum glo,,s ob- 
tainable for a test specimen, such as a paint or a 
varnish film, use Methods C or D of ASTM Meth- 
ods D 823, Producing Films of Uniform Thickness 
of Paint, Varnish, Lacquer, and Related Products 
on Test Panels) 

7. Procedure 

7.1 Operate the glossmeter in accordance 
with the manufacturer's instruction. 

7.2 Calibrate the instrument at the start 
and completion of every period of glossmeter 
operation, and during the operation at suffi- 
ciently freque'nt intervals to assure that the 
instrument response is practically constant. 
To calibrate, adjust the instrument to read 
correctly the gloss of a highly polished stand- 
ard, and then read the gloss of a standard hav- 
ing poorer image-forming characteristics. If 
the instrument reading for the second stand- 
ard does not agree within percent of its as- 
signed value, do.:not use the instrument with- 
out readjustmeti,t,-preferably by the manufac- 
turer. 

7.3 Measure at least three portions of spec- 
imen surface to obtain, an indication of uni- 
formity. 

8. Diffuse Correction 

8.1 Apply diffuse corrections only upon 
agreement of buyer and seller. To apply the 
correction, subtract it from the giossmeter 
reading. To measure the correction, illumi- 
nate the specimen perpendicularly, and view 
at the incidence angle with the receiver aper- 
ture specified in 4.2 for the corresponding 
geometry. To compute the correction, multi- 
ply the 45-deg, 0-deg directional reflectance of 
the specimen by the effective fraction (Note 2) 
of the luminous flux reflected by magnesium 
oxide and accepted by the receiver aperture. 
Determine the 45-deg, 0-deg directional re- 
flectance_ in accordance with ASTM Method 
E 97, Test for 45-deg, 0-deg Directional Re- 
flectanc of Opaque Specimens by Filter Pho- 
tometry. The effective fraction of the lumi- 
nous flux from magnesium oxide entering the 
receiver aperture is listed as follows for each 
of the geometries: 

Gloss standards available from the Gardner abo- 
ratory, P. O. Box 5728, Bcthesda. Md. 20014. and the 
Hunter Associates l.aborator.•, 9529 Lee Highway, Fairfax, 
Va. 22030. 

Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Part 27. 
Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Parts 17 and 20. 
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Geometry, Luminous Flux, 
deg parts p•r mil 
60 2.1 
20 1.3 
85 0.002 

NOTE 2-The effective fraction differs from the simple fraction because of the combined effects of 
surface reflectances, departure of practical diffusers 
from perfect, and polarization of the source (6). 

9. Report 
9.1 Report the average specular gloss read- 

ing and the geometry used. 
9.2 Report the presence of any specimen, 

portions of the test surface of which differ in 
gloss from the average by more than 5 percent 
of the average. 

9.3 Where preparation of the test specimen 
has been necessary, describe or otherwise 
identify the method of preparation. 

9.4 Identi•- the glossmeter by the manufac- 
turer's name and model designation. 

9.5 Identify the working standard or 
"stand- 

ards of gloss used. 

10. Precision 

10.1 Readings obtained on the same instru- 
ment should be repeatable to within percent 
of the magnitude of the readings. Readings 
obtained on different instruments should be 
reproducible to within 5 percent of the magni- 
tude of the readings. Results obtained may be 
uncertain due to the curhulative effect of sev- 
eral sources of error, that is, difference be- 
tween the geometric distribution of flux re- 
flected from standards and specimens may bring about uncertainties in the measured 
gloss, even though the source and receiver 
apertures are within the tolerances specified 
in 4.2: inaccuracy of reading may result even thot,,gh the precision of the mcasurcmenI 
mechanism is held within the tolerance speci- 
fied in 4.5; and lens arrangement and stray 
reflections from the interior walls of the in- 
strument may cause errors in gloss readings. 
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TABI.E Angle• and Relative Dimension• of,•h•urce Image and Receplor• 

In Plane of Measurement Perpendicular to Plane of Measurement 

#, de'_, 2 tan #/2 Relative 
Dimension #. deg 2 tan 0/2 Relative 

l)imen•,ion 

Source image 0.75 0.0131 0.171 3.0 
tolerance: ± 0.25 0.0044 0.057 

0.0524 0.682 

60-deg receptor 4.4 0.0768 !.000 1.7 0.2049 2.668 
tolcrance ± O. 0.0018 0.023 0.2 0.0035 0.046 

i.8 0.0314 0.409 3.6 
0.05 0.0009 •/" 0.012 0.1 

4.0 0.0698 ,;.0.909 6.0 
0.3 0.0052 0:068 O. 

20-deg receptor 
tolerance 

85-deg receptor 
tolerance ± 

0.0629 0.819 
0.0018 0.023 

0.1048 1.365 
0.0052 0.068 

°Maximum: no minimum specification. 

Source Source Test 
Lens Specimen 

Aperture 

Receptor Receptor 
Lens Field Stop 

Axis 

Aperture Imoge 
FIG. Generalized Glossmeter Showing Apertures and Source Image Formation for a Collimated-Beam Type 

Instrument. 

B)' publication of this standard position is taken with respect to the validity of any patent rights in connection there- 
with, and the American Society for Testing and Materials does not undertake to insure anyone utilizing the standard 
against liability for infringemeni of any Letters Patent nor any such liability. 

A-11 
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•I• ) Designation: E97-55 (Reappr(•ved 

Standard Method of Test for 
45-DEG, 0-DEG DIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE 
OF OPAQUE SPECIMENS BY FILTER 
PHOTOMETRY 

This Slandard is i•ucd under the fixed designation E97; the number immcdiatch' following the designation indicates the 
•car of original adoption or, in the case or revision, the of last revision. A number in parentheses •ndicatcs the of last reapproval. 

!. Scope 
l.I This method covers thc detcrmination 

of the 45-dog, 0-dog directional reflectance of 
nonfluorescent opaque specimens by means of 
filter photometers. To obtain similar results 
from spectrophotometers, see ASTM Recom- 
mended Practice E308, for Spectrophoto- 
merry and Description of Color in CIE 193.1 
System. 

NOTE l--The values grated in U.S. customary 
units are to be regarded as the standard. The metri•z 
equivalents of U.S. customar• units may be approx- 
imate. 

NOTE2--lhis method has been developed for 
determining (1) the daglight luminous reflectance of 
paint opaque •hite porcelain enamels and ceramic 
•l•itewares, and (2) •.he blue-light reflectance 
(sometimes called "'brightness") of uncolored pa- 
pers and pulps in sheet [orm. The method also ma•, 
b•: used for determining the reflectance of other 
opaque specimens. 

NOTE3--The blue-light reflectance of paper provides a measure of freedom from .,,ellowness 
such ,as results in pulp and r•aper from the presence 
of li•nin and mher so-called impurities left by in- 
complete bleaching. 

NOTE4--Blue-light reflectance by this method 
difl-crs slightl 5. bo,.• :•pectrall.• and" gcometrica[l• 
from the TAPPi Standards T217. Brightness 
Pulp, and -1-452 Brightness of Paper and Paper 
Board. The TAPP1 methods' are considered Io be 
standard for the pulp and paper industry when 
brightness measurements are m be made. 

2. Definitions 

2.1 daylight 45-deg, O-dog luminous direc- 
tional reflectance (for b'revit•- called reflect- 
ancc)--the ratio of the luminous flux from a 
specimen i!luminatcd at an angle of 45 dog by 
CIE standard s'ource C (average daylight) and 

viewed perpendicularly bv the CIE standard 
observer, to the luminous flux from the stand- 
ard magnesium oxide layer, similarly iliumi- 
hated and viewed. 

Norv• 5--The combination of illumination at 45 
dog and vie•ing at 0 dcg (perpendicularly) has been 
selected as being representative of average condi- 
tions of illumina•ing and v•ev, ing. The Woper D cf 
reflectance determines hich of t•o .•pecimens wil! 
appear lighter •hen •ie•ed in average daylight at 
an angle at which the observation of highlights is 
-avoided. 

2.2 blue-light reflectance--the ratio of the 
li•_ht flu× from the specimen illuminated at an 

angle oi 45 dog by CIE standard source A. 
a•d viev, ed perpendicularly by a receptor 
.whose response is equivalent to the :?-function 
of the CIE standard observer, to the light flux 
from the "standard magnesium oxide layer, 
similarh' illuminated and viewed. 

No'r• 6--CIE standard sources and functions are 
defined in Method E 308. 

3, Apparatus 
3.I The apparatus shall consist of a reflec- 

tometer, either visual or photoelectric type, 
having source, filter, and receptor characteris- 
tics such that it will measure reflectance ac- 

curately .to within 1.0 percent of full-scale 

Thi,• method is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Com- 
mittee ['_-12 Appcarance of Materials. 

Currcn! cditmn cf]-t.¢lit..c f-;cpt. 12, 1955. Originally is- 
•,ued 1953. Replace', I( 97 53 [. 

".,i•#nual Iloo• oI..ISI'M Standard¢, Part 30. 
Available lr(•n) ]c'.:hnic:tl Assncmtion of the Pulp and 

Paper Industry, One i)unwoody Park. Atlanta, Ga. ?,0341. 

A 3.,2 
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reading. The apparatus shall have the follow- 
ing characteristics: 

3.1.1 Spectral Characteristics: 
3.1.1.1 For Mea.surement of D•vlight Lu- 

minous Re.[lectance--The spectral energy dis- 
tribution.of the illuminator and the spectral 
.sensitivity of the receptor, in combination, 
shall provide the equivalent of illumination by 
CIE standard source C and observation by the 
CIE standard observer. 

3.1.1.2 For Measurement of Blue-Light 
Reflectance--The product of spectral energy 
of source, speci.ral transmission of filters, and 
spectral rcsponse of receptor shall be equiva- 
lent to the product of the ,"-function of the 
CIE standard observer multiplied by the en- 

ergy distribution of CIE standard sourcc A 
(representative of incandescent-lamp light). 
Such a combination will have a maximum 
spectral response to energy of about 460 rim. 

3.1.1.3 For Measurement of Reflectance 
for Other Kinds of Light--The spectral char- 
acteristics of source, filter, and photosensitive 
detector used to measure reflectance for.other 
kinds of light shall be identified by the manu- 
facturer's name and the t.•pe; or a suitable 
description shall be given. 

3.1.2 Geometric Characteristics--Illumi- 
nation shall be within 4 deg of, and centered 
about, a direction of 45 deg from the perpen- 
dicular to the test surface: viewing shall be 
within 15 deg of. and centered about, the per- 
pendicular. These conditions of illumination 
and observation may be interchanged without 
affecting the results. 

NOTE 7--Any instrument that meets these appa- 
ratus specifications may be used. Instruments 
should also meet the precision requirements pre- 
scribed in Section 9. In general, commercial instru- 
ments do not conform exactly to the apparatus re- quirements. The suitability of a given instrument 
depends in large measure on the spectral selectivity 
of the specimens being measured, and on the availa- 
bility of standards of similar reflectance and spec- 
tral character.' 

4. Standards 

4.1 Primary Standard--The primary stand- 
ard for reflectance is a surface offreshly 
smoked MgO prcpared according to ASTM 
Recommcndcd Practice E259, for Prcpara- 
tion of Reference White Rctlcctance Stand- 
ards." It is assigned a value of I00 for the 
conditions of 45,-dog illumination and perpen- 
dicular view. 

E 97 

4.2 Secondary Standards•--Porcclain 
enameled metal plaques or othqr materials 
known to be reasonably permanent in reflect- 
ance and uniform over the surface may be cal- 
ibrated and used as secondary reflectance 
standards. 

5. Preparation of Test Specimens 
5.1 Paint--Unless other,,,,ise specified, pre- 

pare panels for the determination of reflect- 

ance by applying the paint to a suitable fiat 
background with a doctor blade according to 

ASTM Methods D823, Producing Films of 
Uniform Thickness of Paint, Varnish, Lac- 

quer, and Related Products on Test Panels. 
Use sufficient thickness so that additional 
coats produce no measurable chanKe in re- 

flectance. Allow 72 h for the paint to-dry. 
5.2 Porcelain Enamel--Laboratory:pre- 

pared specimens, articles of commerce, or 

sections cut from articles of commerce tnav be 
tested. The area to be tested shall be flat and 
reasonably free of surface defects, including 
the wavv condition known as orange peel. 
Laboratory specimens shall be at least 6 by 9 

cm 
(2t/.e by 3•/., in.) in.size: however, speci- 

mens 10 by 10 cm (4 by4 in.) are preferred. 
Nor• 8--The method of preparation of the speci- 

men, such as •eight of application or tiring, treat- 
ment. may affect the reflectance, but is not a part of 
this testmethod: ho•ever, each manufacturer 
should investigate the effect of such variables on the 
reflectance of his products. See ASTM Method 
C 347, Test for Rcflcctivity and .Coefficient of 
Scatter of White Porcelain l'-namels. 

5.3 Paper--Sample in accordance with 
ASTM Method D 585. >;ampllng and Ac- 
cepting a Single Lot of t"aper, Paperboard. 
Fib•/rboard, or Related f'r,•d'•ct. Handle the 
test specimen carefully to •,',:,id soiling, and 
take care not to touch th.• ,,r'.'as to be tested. 
The test specimen shall consist of a pad of 
sheets sufficiently thick that doubling the 

'instruments that have been found sati,,factor•, are: the 
Hunter multipurpo,,c rctlcc•,m•ctcr; |he (iardncr(lluntcr) 
photometric unit •ilh 4•-tlcg. 0-dee rcllcctance head: the 
Photo-w•lt reflection meter •lh 4•-dc•. 0-dog rcllcctancc 
•earch unit; the ficncral I.Icctric rctlcctance meter: and the 
Hunter D 40 Rcllccl•m•ctcr. 

'Necondary standard• o1' porcelain enamel may bc ob- 
tainetl from the Iluntcr Associatc• l.abotator•. Inc.. •529 
I.ee tligh•ay. Fairfax. Va.. the Ilcnr• A. (iardncr I.ab- 
oralory. P.O. II•x 5728. Ilclhc•tJ;•, Md. Nl•ntl;•rtls of 
•pilquc gla•s a•ail•,blc Ir,,m Ihc Instrument I)cvclop- 

elnnttul Book of .-l.g7 •! 3tu,•thzrd•, Part 21. 
Annual Boo• o] zlSlM 5t•ttd•rd•, I'arl I•. 
Annual Book o]ASTM 5tandard•, Part 15. 

A-2_3 
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number of sheets caus•:s 
no measurable change 

in reflectance. 
5.4 Other Materials--Prepare test speci- 

mens of materials other than those listed in 
5.2 and 5.3 according to accepted practice, 
and record the method of preparation in the 
report. 

6. Procedure 

6.1 Operate the reflectometer according to 
the instructions supplied by the manufacturer, 
including line voltage, warm-up time, and 
adjustment of the scale. 

6.2 Use a standard having a reflectance 
close to that of the test specimen or, if several 
specimens having a small range of reflectance 
values are being tested, use at least two stand- 
ards, preferably at the extremes of the range 
being measured. Use a green filter for lumi- 
nous reflectance; a blue filter for blue-light 
reflectance of paper or other materials; and, 
when specified, other filters for reflectance for 
other kinds of light, such as an amber filter 
for amber-light reflectance, etc. 

NOTE 9---In general, instrumental errors are re- 
lated to the differences in reflectance and spectral 
characteristic, bet•een •pecimen and standard. I--or 
grea',est accurac), standards close in reflectance and 
similar in spectral characteristics to the specimens, 
should be u•ed. The same area of standard should 
be measured as that used for its calibration. 

6.3 Obtain the instrument readings for the 
standards and then for the specimens, in turn: 
read the specimens in reverse order, and fi- 
nally read the standards again. 

6.3.1 Paper Specimens--Make readings 
with the blue filter on at least five separate 
sheets, and equal numbers of readings parallel 
to and at right angles to the machine direction 
of the paper on both sides of the sheets. 

6.3.2 Porcelain-Enameled Specimens-- 
Make rcflectance readings with the green fil- 
ter on an area not less than that of a circle 7 

cm (27, in.) in diameter. A determination 
shall comprise a sutficient number of readings 
so that the average of successive determina- 
tions can be rcproduccd with a difference 
between the highest antt lowest determina- 
tions not exceeding 0.5 percent on the scale 
for which MgO is assigned a value of 100 (see 
4.1). Instruments covering areas smaller than 
that prescribed may be used provided a sutti- 

E 97 

cient number of well-distributed readings is 
taken, so that the average reflecta.nce is deter- 
mined within the spread prescribed for re- 
peated determinations on a given specimen. 

7. Calculation 

7.1 Calculate the mean value for the reatl- 
ings on each standard and specimen. 

7.2 Calculate the reflectance of each speci- 
men according to the directions of the instru- 
ment manufacturer. Apply corrections for 
scale nenlincarity, if available, in the absence 
of more explicit instructions, specimen re- 
flectance may be calculated as follows: 

R c X R,/b 
where: 
.R reflectance of the specimen for the filter 

used, 
c mean instrument reading for the speci- 

b mean instrument reading for the stand- 
ard used, and 

R,= assigned reflectance of the standard for 
the filter used. 

NOTE IO--The scale linearitv of an instrument 
may be checked by reading the'reflecta•ces of a se- rieS-of ten or more nonselective standards ranging 
from 85 to 0.5 percent? 

8. Report 
8.1 Report values of reflectance in percent 

relative to MgO as 100. The result is de- 
scribed as "45-deg, 0-deg directional reflect- 
ance." When the green filter is used, the 
words "daylight luminous" shall be inserted 
before "directional." When the blue or amber 
filters are used, the phrase "for blue light" or 
"for amber light,,' respectively, shall be added 
after "'reflectance." Report reflectance values 
to the nearest 0.1 percent. For paper speci- 
mens, report values for the wire and felt sides 
separately. 

8.2 Describe or otherwise identify the 
method of preparing laboratory specimens. 

8.3 Identify the reflcctomctcr used by the 
manufacturer's name, the model, and the se- 
rial number. 

9. Precision 

9.1 Results obtained on the same speci- 
mens on the same instrument should be re- 
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pcatable to within -+0•2.. percent. Results ob- 
tained on the same slle•)mens measured on 

lk. diffcrcnt •nstruments cml01oying: calibrated 

standards of nearly the same reflectance 
should be reproducible to within :1:0.5 per- 
cent. 

By publication of this standard position is taken with respect to the validity, of any patent rights in connection there- 
with. and the American Society for Tenting and Mate,ial.• does not undertake to insure anyone utilizing the standard 
against liability' for infringement of an.v Lelters Patent assume any such liability. 

A -15 
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(t•1 • 
Designation: D822-60 (Reapproved 1973) 

Standard Recommended Practice for 
OPERATING LIGHT- AND WATER-EXPOSURE 
APPARATUS (CARBON-ARC TYPE) FOR 
TESTING PAINT, VARNISH, LACQUER AND 
RELATED PRODUCTS • 

Thi,, Standard is issued under the fixed designation D 822: the number immcdiatel• follo•ing the de,,ignation indicates the 
•ear of original adoption or. in the case of revision, the }ear of last revision. A nut:nb•r in parenthc,,e- indicates the }ear uf ia,,I reapproval. 

I. Scope 
!.1 This recommended practice covers the 

specific variations in test conditions that shall 
be..app•icable when ASTM Recommended 
Practice G 23, for Operating Light- and Wa- 
ter-Exposure Apparatus (Carbon-Arc Type) 
for Exposure of Nonmetallic Materials is em- 
ployed for the exposure of paint, varnish. 
lacquer, and related products. It also covers 
the preparation of test specimens and the 
evaluation of test results. 

2. Test Specimens 
2.1 Apply the coatings to fiat panels •ith 

the base panel material, method of application. 
coating s)stem, film thickness, and method of 
drying consistent with the anticipated end use. 
unless otherwise mutually agreed upon. 

2.2 Unless otherwise agreed upon, choose 
panels that meet the applicable base panel 
material requirements, as prescribed in ASTM 
Methods D 609, Preparation of Steel Panels 
for Testing Paint, Varnish, Lacquer, and Re- 
lated Products or in ASTM Specification D 
358, for Wood to be Used as Panels in 
Weathering Tests of Paints and Varnishes. 
Choose panels of sizes suitable for use • ith the 
different types of exposure apparatus, 
shown in Table I. 

2.3 Unless other•ise muluaily agreed upon. 
u,,e methods of application, coaling .•3 •tcm and 
number of co;tts, film thicknesses, ,nd meth- 
ods of dryin.g in accordance with the following 
ASTM methods: 

D823. Methods for Producing Films of 
Uniform Thickness of Paint, Varnish, 
Lacquer. and Related Products on Test 
Panels. 

D 11)05, Method for Measurement of Dr)" 
Film Thickness of Organic Coatings. 

Oi186, Method for Measurement of Dry 
Film Thickness of Nonmagnetic Organic 
Coatings Applied on a Magnetic Base. 

D 1212, Methods for Measurement of Wet 
Film Thickness of Organic Coatings. 

2.4 Unless otheraise specified, before expo- 
sure in the apparatus, condition the coated 
panels under standard room conditions for 
periods depending on the type of coating, as 
follows: 

Normal air-dr}ing coatings days 
Baking coatings 24 h 
Quick-dr} ing lacquer-t}pe materials da• 
Quick-dr} ing ,} nthc: coatings, da}s 

3. Periods of Exposure 
3.1 U•e one of the followin• methods to 

determine the duration of the exposure under 
this recommended practice: 

3.1.1 A mutually agreed upon specified 
number of hours, 

3.1.2 I-he number of hour,,, of expos, arc 
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required to produce mutually agreed upon 
minimum acceptable changes in either the test 
specimen or an agreed upon standard sample, 
or 

3.1.3 The number of hours of exposure 
required to produce a mutually agreed upon 
minimum amount of cha,ge in the test speci- 
men. 

4. Evaluation of Results 

4.1 Evaluate or rate changes in exposed test 
specimens by means of the following ASTM 
methods: 

D 523, Test for Specular Gloss. 
D610, Evaluating Degree of Rusting on 

Painted Steel Surfaces, 
D659, Evaluating Degree of Chalking of 

Exterior Paints. 
D 660, Evaluating Degree of Checking of 

D 822 

Exterior Paints. 
D661, Evaluating Degree of Cracking of 

Exterior Paints. 
D662, Evaluating Degree of Erosion of 

Exterior Paints. 
D714, Method of Evaluating Degree of 

Blistering of Paints." 
D772, Method of Evaluating Degree of 

Flaking (Scaling) of Exterior Paints. 
D2244, Instrumental Evaluation of Color 

Differences of Opaque Materials. 
E 97, Test for 45-Deg, 0-Deg Directional 

Reflectance of Opaque Specimens b)- 
Filter Photometry. 

E 308, Recommended Practice for Spectra- 
photometry and Description of Color in 
CIE 1931 System. 

Annual Book of ASTMStandards, Part 20. 

TABLE Exposure Apparatus and Suitable Panel Si•es 

Type of E•,posure Apparatus 
(See ASTM Method E 42. 

Section 3. 
Panel "lhickness, in. (ram) Panel Size. in. (ram) 

A. B, C, and D up to '• (3.2) 2"• by 5:, (69.8 by 149.21 
A. B. C, and D • to •., (3.2 to 12.7) 2:'• by 6:'• (69.8 by 171.4) 
E, F. and G up to (3.2) b.• 9 (76.2 by 228.6) 

to (3.2 to 12.7) 2s• by 9166.7 by 228.• 
and G to (3.2 to 12.7) by 9 (76.2 by 228.6) 

By publication of this standard position is taken with respect to the validity of an), patent rights in connection 
therewith, and the ,4 merican Society for Testing and Materials does not undertake to insure an)'one utili:ing the standard 
against liability for infringement o]"any Letters Patent assume any such liabilit)'. 
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Standard Recommended Practice for 
OPERATING LIGHT- AND-•4ATER-EXPOSURE 
APPARATUS (CARBON-ARC TYPE) FOR 
EXPOSURE OF NONMETALLIC MATERIALS 

This Standard is issued under the fixed dcsignalion G 23: the number immediately following the designation in- 
dicates the year of or•inul adoption or, in the case of revision. •h• •¢a of last revision. A humor in parentheses indi- 
cates the )ear of last rcapproval. 

1. Scope 
!.! This recommended practice covers the 

basic principles and standard operating proce- 
dure for light- and water-exposure apparatus 
employing a carbon-arc type light source. 

1.2 This recommended practice does not 

specie' the exposure conditions best suited for 
the material to be tested, but it is limited to 

the method of obtaining, mea.suring, and con- 

Irolling the conditions and procedures of the 

exposure. Sample preparation¢ test conditions, 
and evaluation of results are covered in 
ASTM methods or specifications for specific. 
materials. 

NorE l--The values stated in U,S. customary 
units are to be regarded as the sta.ndard_. 

NOTE 2--See the follo•'ing for recommendations 
on specific materials: 
ASTM Recommended Practice D 822, for Oper- 

ating Light- and Water-Exposure Apparatus 
(Carbon-Arc Type) for Testing Paint, Varnish, 
Lacquer, and Related Products/ 

ASTM Recommended Practice D 529, for Accel- 
erated Weathering Test of Bituminous Materials. 

ASTM Recommended Practice D 1499, for Op- 
erating Light- and Water-Exposure hpparatus 
(Carbon-Arc Type) for Exposure of Plastics.' 
ASTM Recommended Practice D 750. for Oper- 

ating, Light- and Weather-Exposure Apparatus 
(Carbon-Arc Type). for Artilicial Weather Testing 
of R.ubbcr Compounds? 

2. Significance 

2.1 Several types of apparatus with differ- 
ent exposure conditions are available for use. 

No single operating proc;:dure for light- and 
water-exposure apparatus can be specified as 

a direct simulation of natural exposure. This 
recommended practice does not imply ex- 

pressiy 
or otherwise an accelerated, weather- 

ing test. 
2.2 Since the natural environment varies 

with respect to time, geography, and topogra- 
phy, it may be expected that the effects of 
natural exposure will vary accordingly. All 
materials are not affected equally by the same 
environment. Results obtained by the use of 
this recommended practice shall not be repre- 
sented as equivalent to those of any natural 
weathering= test until the degree of quantita- 
tive correlation has been estabiishcd for the 
material in question. 

2-.3 Variations in results may be expected 
among instruments of different types or when 
operating conditions among similar type in- 
struments vary within the accepted limits of 
this recommended practice. Therefore, no ref- 
erence shall be made to results from use of 
this recommended practice unless accompa- 
nied by Section 5 or unless otherwise specified 
in a referenced procedure. 

3. Apparatus 
3.1 The apparatus employed shall utilize 

one or two carbon-arc lamps as the source of 
radiation, and shall be one of the following 
twelve general t.vpcs, or their equivalent. In 
the following commercial descriptions of tht• 

This.recommcnded practice is under the jurisdiction of 
ASTM Committee G-3 Deterioration of Nonmetallic 
Materials. 

Current edition effective March 21. 1969. Oril;in:,lly is- 
sued 10-12 t: 42. Replaces lz 42 65. Rcdcsignatcd G 23 
in 1970. 

Annual Bool• of ,'ISTP, Xta,dard¢. Part 21. 
Annu,H Ilool• of ASIM VtamL,•d.•.. -part I. 
Annual I]ooh o! ,,INIM .Ntandurd*. P:•rt 27. 
Anm•al Booh o]'•4SI'M Stondards, .Part 28. 
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twelve types, the term "'cycle" is defined as 

the time intervals of light and watcr.spray 
that are specified differently according to the 
different te•ting materials (see 4.6 and 4.7). 

3.1.1 T)•e, .A--Single enclosed carbon-arc 
lamp apparatt•S,•30-in. (762-mm) diameter 
specimen drum, automatic'control of temper- 
ature and cycle with rpm of the specimen 
drum, and no automatic control of humidity. 

3.1.2 Type All--Same as Type A, except 
with automatic control of humidity. 

3.1.3 T)pe B--Single enclosed carbon-arc 
lamp apparatus, 30-in. diameter specimen 
drum, automatic control of temperature and 
cycle with 3'rph of the specimen drum, and no 
automatic control of humidity. 

3.1.4 Type C--Single enclosed carbon-arc 
lamp apparatus, 30-in. dinmeter specimen 
d(ufn, no automatic control of temperatur.c or 

humidity, and cycle controlled by 3 rph of the 
specimen drum. 

-3.1.5 7)'pe D--'l-win enclosed carbon-arc 
lamp apparatus. 30-in. diameter specimen 
drum, automatic control of temperature and 
cycle with rpm of the specimen drum, and 
no automatic control of humidity. 

3.1.6 Type DH--Same as Type D, except 
with automatic control of humidity. 

3.1.7 T)pe E--Single open-flame s•:nshine 
carbon-arc lamp apparatus, 37:•/,-in. (959- 
ram) diameter .specimen rack, automatic con- 
trol of temperature and cycle with rpm of 
the specimen rack, and no automatic control 
0f humidity. 

3.1.8 Type EH--Same as Type E, except 
with automatic control of humidity. 

3.1.9 Type F•Single open-flame sunshine 
carbon-arc lamp apparatus, 377•-in. diame- 
ter specimen rack with vertical specimen 
mounting, automatic control of cycle with 0.5 
rph of the specimen rack, and no automatic 
control of temperature or humidity. 

3.1.10 Type G--Single open-flame sun- 
shine carbon-arc lamp apparatus, 37'/,-in, 
effective diameter specimen rack with angular 
specimen mounting, automatic control of cy- 
tie with 0.5 rph of the specimen rack, and no 
automatic control of temperature or humidity. 

3.1.11 7)pe tl-- Single enclosed carbon-arc 
lamp appa•-atus, 20-in. (508-mm) diameter 
specimen rack, automatic control of tempera- 
ture and cycle with rpm of the spccimc.'n 
rack, and manual regulation of humidity. 

G 23 

3.1.12 Type ttlt--Same as Type it, except 
with automatic control of humiditv. 

3.2 The •'•pparatu•; shall consist of a suitable 
frame within v,'•,ich is located a test chamber, 
and necessary compartments for housing con- 
trol and regulating equipment. 

3.3 Provision shall be made for mounting 
or supporting the test spccimcns in a circular 
rack or drum which is rotated around the arc 

or arcs, providing uniform distribution of the 
radiation on all specimens. 

3.4 Adequate ventilation shall be provided 
in the test chamber to prevent contamination 
of the specimens from products of combustion 
of the arc. 

3.5 The apparatus shall include equipment 
necessary for measuring and controlling the 
following: 

3.5.1 Arc current, 
3.5.2 Arc voltage, 
3.5.3 Black-panel temperature (Note 3), 
3.5.4 Water-spray temperature. 
3.5.5 Operating schcduI• or c.vcle. 
3.5.6 Exposure tim_e, and 
3.5.7 Relative humidit,, (T3pes AH, DI•t, 

EH, and HH only). 
3.6 Types AH, DH, EH, and HH are addi- 

tionally e_quipped with a thermostaticall• ac- 
tuated, electrically operated vaporizing unit 
for adding moisture to the air as it passes 
through the conditioning chamber in the base 
section of the apparatus prior to its entry into 
the test chamber. Relative humidit,, of the air 
in the test chamber for the purpose of this 
recommended practice is calculated from the 
readings of wet- and dry-bulb thermometers, 
either indicating or recording, whose sensing 
portion is located in the air ,stream at its point 
of exit from the test chamber. 

3.7 The black-panel thermometer unit shafl 
consist of a 20-gage stainless-steel panel, 
by 57/• in. (70 by 149 mm), to which is me- 
chanically fastened a stainless-steel bimetallic 
dial-type thermometer. Thi• thermometer 
shall have a stem :'L._. in. ('3.9 •nmJ in diameter 
with a !:' (44.4-mmt The sc /•-•n. dial. nsitive 
portion extending t/., in. (3• ram)from the 
end of the stem shall bc located in the center 
of the panel 27.., in. (64 ram) from the top and 

;/• in. (48 ram) from the bottom of the panel. 

Available from the Atla,, |:.lectric Devices Co., 4114 N. 
Ravcns•t•ad A•c., Chicago. II1. 60613. 
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The face of the panel with the thermometer 
stem attachcd shall be finished with two coats 
of a baked-on black enamel selected for 
resistance to light and water.. Control of the 
black-panel tcmiScrature shall be accom- 

plished preferably by a continuous flow of air 

over the specimen at a controlled tempera- 
ture, but an on-off flow of room-temperature 
air is permissible (Note 3). 

NoH:3-Types B, C. F, and G apparatus may require supplerncntary ventilation to meet this re- 

qmrement. 
3.8 Detail requirements ,•nd operating con- 

ditions of the twelve types of apparatus are 
given in Table and Figs. to 5o 

4, Procedure 

4.1 Prepare specimens of a suitable size 
•]nd shape for mounting in the drum or rack of 
the apparatus in accordance with the detailed 
requirements spebified for the material to be 
tested. 

4.2 Mount the test specimens, except those 
whose shape or other physical characteristics 
make it impractical, vertically both above and- 
below the horizontal center line of the source 
of radiation, except Type G, where the angle 
of mounting conforms to the equipment. In 
drder to provide uniform expogure conditions 
over their surface, change the position of the 
test specimens daily. Rotate the specimen 
position in the drum or rack in four steps, 
employed in the same sequence, from upper 
to lower specimen row and inverted in both 
specimen rows. If the time of exposur.e is less 
than 4 davs (the time required for the four 
position steps in the. exposure cycle), a14 speci- 
mens in a given series should be positioned at 
the same level, either upper or lower 
(provided that sufficient space is.available), 

4.3 Where physical characteristics do not 
permit suspension of specimens in a vertical 
position, expose then horizontally, on a rack 
6'1• in. (165 ram) below the horizonta'! 

center 
of the source or sources of radiation. Mount 
the specimens on a circular horizontal rack 
equipped v,'ith turntables, so that each ,•peci- 
men" is rotated on its own axis as all of the 
specimens are rotated around the source or 

sources of radiation. 
4.4 Temperature measurement and control 

shall be based on the black-panel thermome- 
ter unit. Support the panel with the thermom- 
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clef attached in the specimen drum or rack in 
the same manner as the test specimens so that 
it will be subjected to the same influences. If 
possible, read black-panel temperatures 
through the window in the test chamber with- 
out opening the door on Types A, All, B, D, 
DH, E, Eit,,H,'and I-tt4 apparatus, allowing 
sufficient time after starting up or-after wet- 
ting, due to water spray, to reach equilibrium. 
On Types C, F, and G apparatus, read the 
temperature, through the curtains or by re- 
moving the top, at the point just prior to the 
entry of the black panel into the specimen 
spray. Unless other temperatures and toler- 
ances are spccilied in the applicable ASTM 
method or detailed material specifications, the 
black-panel temperature shall be 63 + 5 C 
(145 = 9 F) during the light-on-without-wa- 
ter-spray period of the test cycle. 

4.5 The water from the specimen spray 
shall strike the test specimens in the form of a 
fine spray equally distributed o,mr the test 
specimens. Unless otherwise specified in the' 
applicable ASTM method or detailed mate- 
rial specification, the water pressure, number, 
and type of nozzles shall be in accordance 
with the detailed requirements for the various 
types of apparatus as indicated in Figs. to 5. 
The pH of the v, ater shall be 6.0 to 8.0 and 
the water shall not leave an objectionable 
depo-sit or stain on the specimens after contin- 
ued exposure in the apparatus. The temp,sra- 
ture of the water shall be 16 5 C(60.0 • 9 
F), and recirculation shall not be permitted 
unless the recirculated water meets the above 
requirements. For certain test materials or for 
water systems fabricated of certain materials 
(for example, aluminum), the use of deionizcd 
or distilled water may be advisable. 

4.6 Unless otherwise mutually agreed upon 
or specified by the applicable ASTM or de- 
tailed material specification, operate Types A, 
D, and E, and Types AH, DH, Ett,.H, and 
HH with the humidifier off, with a c•,c!c cam,, 
float provides 102 rain light followed by 18 
min light and spray. In these types of appara- 
tus the specimen spray is operated intermit- 
tently; and the specimens, when the spray is 

on, pass through the spray once in each min- 
uteor revolution of the drum or rack. In 

Types B, C, F, and G apparatus allow the 

water spray to bc on continuously, an,d the 
interval and duration of the period during 
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which the specimen is in the spray is a func- 
tion of the rotation of the specimen drum or 
rack. 

Note 4.-..This operating schedule is intended to 
combine light- and water-spray exposure in a way 
that permits operation of the various t,vpes of car- 
bon-arc-type apparatus that are in common use on approximately the same schedule, in order to prom- 
ore bctt•:r correlation bet,seen laboratories. For 
maximum uniformity, a schedule of approximately 
20 h, 5 days per •eek. is recommended, a 2-day rest 
period being included as a desirable part o'f the. 
schedule. This schedule is not necessarily to be con- 
sidered as preferable to any other s•hcdule that 
combines the effects of light •l•ne. light and wa•er. 
water alone, and rest periods in a sequence that 
produces more desirable results for specific t)pcs of 
materials. 

4.7 When mutually agreed upon or called 
for by the applicable ASTM method or de- 
tailed material specification, operate Types 
AH, DH, EH, H, and H H apparatus with 
automatic control of humidity, unless other- 
wise specified or agreed upon, on a cvcle of- 
102 rain of light only follov, ed by 18 mi'n light 

.with spray repeating for a total of 18 h. Fol- 
low the 18-h period b.v 6 h without light or 

spray. During the 18-h period of light and 
spray, the black-panel temperature, except 
when the specimen spray is on, shall be 63 

= 
5 C (145 ::t= 9 F), and the relative humidity of 
the air shall be 50 ± 5 percent. During the 6- 

-h period of darkness without spray', the black- 
panel temperature shall be 24 ± 2 C (75 ± 5 
F), and the relative humidity of the air in the 
test chamber shall be 95 4 percent. In the 
description of this cycle (see 5.1.1), include 
the number of 18-h light periods and 6-h dark 
periods. 

4.8 Replace filters (globes and flat panes) 
after 2000 h of use, or when pronounced disco- 
loration or milkiness develops, whichever oc- 
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curs first. Clean filters each day by Washing 
with detergent and water. It is recommended 
that filters be replaced on a rotating replace- 
ment schedule in order to provide more uni- 
formity over long periods of exposure. Sug- 
gested schedules for Types D, DH, E, EH, F, 
and G apparatus arc replacement of one halt" 
of the globes or filter panes each 1000 h of 
operation. 

4.9 Unless otherwise specified in the appli- 
cab[• ASTM.methg,.c or detailed material 
specifications, operate Types E, F, and G 
apparatus with the filters in place and with the 
carbon electrodes specified in Table and 
Footnote c.-,If operated without filters or with 
other types of carbon electrodes, state this in 
the report oftest results. 

5. Report 
5.1 The report shall include the follo'aing: 
5.1.1 Type and model of exposure device, 
5.1.2 Type of light source, 
5.1.3 Age of filters, 
5.1.4 Flux density' at sample location (watts 

per square meter), (Note 5), 
5.1.5 Spectral irradiance at sample location 

(watts per square meter, micrometer), 
5.1.6 Elapsed exposure time. 
5.1.7 Light,,'dark-water-hu m idity cycle 

employed, 5.1.80perat'ing black-panel temperature, 
5.1.9 Operating relative humidity, 
5.1.10 Type of spray water, 
5.1.I1 Type of spray nozzle, and 
5.1.12 Specimen relocation procedure. 
NorE S--.When direct measurement of flux den- 

sity and spectral irradiance can not be made. data 
supplied by the manufacturer shall be substituted. 
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TABLE D•'tail Requirements and Operatin• Condltioas of Light- and Water-Exposure Ai•param• 

Type 

All B C D. D]I E, EH F G it. HH 

Line voltage, V: 
208 to 2.50 X X X 

Arc voltagc, V: 
120 to 14:5 X X X 
48 to 52 

Arc current. A: 
15 to 17, .ac X X X 
58 to 62, ac 

12 to 14. dc X .X X 
.58 to 62, dc 

Carbon electrodes, upper, in. (ram): 
½ by 12 (12.7 by 304.8) neutral cored or X X X 

solid 
•,• (22.2) by 12 copper-co.a•ed sunshine 

Carbon electrodes, lo•¢r, in. (ram): 
•/z by 12 copper-coated sunshine X X X 

Filter, globe, or flat pane for removing 
desired as•clengths of radi.ation and 
preventing b,•products of coi'nbustion of 
the arc from contaminating the speci- 
mens." 

Globe of optical, heat-resistant glass with X X X 
cut-off at 2750 A, ith an increase in 
transmission to 91 percent at 3700 A 

Flat panes of optical, heat-res!stant glass with 
cut-off at 2550 A, with an increase in 
transmission to 91 percent at 3600 A" 

Diameter of specimen rack or drum, in (ram): 
20 (508) 
3O (762) X X X 
37Y• (959) 
33•, (857) at top and bottom, 39 (991 in 

center 
Speed of rotation of specimen drum or lack" 

rpm X 
3 rph X 
O.5 rph 

Automatic arc t'cc• 
Solenoid-operated X ._X._ 
Motor-operated 

Spray (see figure indicated for arrangement, Fig. Fig. 
location, and capacity) .'7 

X 

X 

Fig. 

X X X X X 

X X X 

X X 
X X X 

X X 
x x X 

X X 

X X X 

X X 

X 

X X X 

X X X 

-X X X 

X X 

X X 
X X X 

Fig. Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4 Fig. 

"'X'" in column indicates .application to that t) pe of apparatus. 
No. 70 Solid Carbon Electrodes and No. 20 Core-2 Carbon Electrodes: or equivalent. 

"No. 22 Copper-Coated Sunshine Carbon 'Electrodes and No. 13 Copper-Coated Sunshine Carbon Electrodes, or 

equivalent. 
No. 9200-PX Globe." or equivalent. 
NO. EX-552-22 Corex D Filter Pane•, or equivalent. 
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NOZZLE PRESSURE • 
NO.• 

in. V, l•/t, 3s/, 4 II'/,, 30 12"t6 18 psi 4.4 to 5.2 pt 
mm 3.3 34.9-• 92.1 101.6 293.2 762 0.84 to !.3 kgf/cm 2.5 to 2.9 din' 

[riG. Specimen Spray Arrangemen! for Types, A, AH, B, C, Do and DH Apparatus. 
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•. TYP( [MPI-OYi:O-- F'IO 

pl•l'S$•JRl: • ZS 

PINTS FIR 411NUTI. 

OF sPrCIll•:N RACK. 

Metric- Equivalents 

in. 4 4s/a '/• 10]/z 37J/, I$ to 25 psi 0A6 to 0.64 pt 
mm 101.6 117.5 136.5 266.7 959 1.3 to 1.8 kgf/cm 0.26 to0.36drn 

FIG. 2 •cimen Spray Arrangement for T•s [ a• [H Single O•3ame Sun•ine Ca•o•Arc •mp Apparatu• 
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CElq'r Ea C•" .• .VERTiC.•L FEED PIPE 

I0 I/2" C;" CJRCU4•FERENCE 

I•X I/4"I•USHING _•._• • .OF SPECIMEN RACK. 

I/4#IP• CLOSE NIPPLE 
•x 

F-•0 •P• N0• 

min. 6.4 12.7 

I1" Eozzlsz eaploTo4 
employed P-•O 

Pints of •te. per alnute 

•Atb 2 n•czle• operated at 
nozzle p•aiu•s o• 

Metric Equivalents 

3'/• 3a/o 10'/= 37'/, 
82.6 92.3 266.7 279i4 959 

12 to 18 psi 
0.84 to 1.3 kgf/cm' 

0.23 to 0.32 pt 
O. 13 to O. 18 dm 

FIG. 3 Specimen Spra.• Arrangement for Type F Single Ope,•-Flame 
Cazbon-Arc Lamp Apparatus with Vertical Specimen Mounting. 
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in. '1, '1•. S'& 6 7;/, I0'/: 39 12 to 18 psi 0.23 to 0.32 pt 
ram. 6.4 12.7 139.7 152.4 19•.7 266.7 991 0.84 to 1.3 kgf/cm: 0.13 toO. 18dm 

FIG. 4 Specimen Spray Arranf•ement for T)pe G Single Open-Flame Sunshine 
C=rbon-Arc Lamp Apparatus •ilh Angular Specimen Mounting. 
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Metric Equivalents 

'/, in. 3.2 mm 
'/• in. 38.1 mm 

3 in. 76.2 mm 
3•/• in. 88.9 mm 

20 in. 508 
5toSpsi 34 to 55kPa 

1.0 to 1.3 pt 0.56 to 0.73 dm 

FIG. 5 Specimen Spray Arrangement forTypes H and 
HH Single Enclosed Carbon-Arc Lamp Apparatus. 

By publication of this standard no position is taken with respect to the validity of any patent riefits in connection there- 

with, and the American Society ]or Testing and Materials d(ses not undertake' lo insure utilizing the standard 

against liability for infringement o/any Letters Patent assume any such liabdtty. 
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INTERIM REPORT 

EVALUATION OF RECYCLED ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 

C. S. Hughes 
Assistant Head 

and 

R. V. Fielding 
State Materials Engineer 

INTRODUCTION 

The energy crisis and the increasing cost of construction materials have 
heightened the need for efforts in conservation and intensified the search for new 
methods and processes within the highway construction industry. One of the re- 
sults has been the development of several methods for recycling asphaltic concrete 
pavements through asphalt plants. The successful use of these methods may permit 

1. the use of less asphalt binder; 
2. the use of less aggregate; 
3. a reduction in fuel consumption; 
4. a retention of original curb elev•itions; and 
5. corrective measures to be tal•en 

on exposed base or subbase courses. 

Robert L. Mendenhall, president of the Las Vegas Paving Corporation, Las 
Vegas, Nevada, has developed a prototype mixing plant (RMI Thermomatic) through 
which old asphaltic concrete may be recycled. A unique feature of this plant is 
that the dryer is designed so as to prevent the cold feed material (crushed plant 
mix) from coming in direct contact with the flame. The Nevada Highway Department 
and the Federal Highway Administration conducted an experimental recycling project 
using the RMI Thermomatic plant. (1) The general results of the project were promising 
and the performance of the pavements made from the recycled material has been 
excellent. (2) 

However, for the hot mix recycling to become practical a method is needed that 
permits the use of conventional asphalt plants. The Richmond District of Warren 
Brothers Company, Richmond, Virginia, experimented with recycled plant hot mix 
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in their conventional 4,000-pound batch asphalt plant near Chester, Virginia, during 
August 1975. (3) Their experiment consisted of introducing crushed hot mix material 
and virgin aggregate into the plant by the dryer cold feed system. The recycled mix 
thus produced was satisfactory with re•ard to composition and workability, but 
presented problems with low penetration of the asphalt and overheating of the old 
crushed plant mix that caused excessive smoke emissions. In an attempt to 
eliminate these problems, the dryer was modified by inserting "mixing plates" to 
produce a better distribution of heat and, hopefully,.less smoke emissions. In October 
1975, another recycling project was conducted at the Thompson-Arthur plant (a 
subsidiary of Warren Brothers Company) in Greensboro, North Carolina, using the 
"mixing plates" and also an atmospheric air intake arrangement at the burner end of 
the dryer. 

In both the Virginia and North Carolina recycling projects, theold hot mix was 

crushed to required sizes, plant screens were removed, and aggregate gradation was 

controlled by the dryer feed controls. Standard paving equipment was used during 
both projects. The main problem encountered was smoke emissions from the dryer 
stack, with the emissionsbeing lighter in North Carolina. 

It is not anticipated that recycled asphaltic concrete will replace conventional 
asphaltic concrete production. However,it may prove to be a cost effective measure 
in some cases. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this study is to determine and evaluate the economics and the 
technical feasibility of recycling asphaltic concrete through a conventional asphalt 
batch plant. The evaluation includes plant modifications to reduce the adverse effect 
of the dryer burner flame on the crushed plant hot mix and to provide for adequate 
compliance with air pollution control regulations for stack emissions. 

SCOPE OF STUDY 

The asphaltic concrete pavement to be recycled is roughly a 5,000-foot section 
of U.S. Route 1 in Chesterfield County (from the intersection with Route 10 to the 
intersection with Route 616) with a portland cement concrete base overlaid with several 
layers of asphaltic hot mix. This road is a four-lane highway with an ADT count of 
about 17,200, of which 15% are trucks and buses. In its entirety, the project will 
involve approximately 6,200 tons of recyclable asphaltic concrete. This report covers 
only the first 2,400 tons of the project. 
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The contract construction cost of the first 2,400 tons was $17.50 per ton. 
Plant modifications necessary to complete the project will increase the contract cost 
for the remaining tonnage to $22.08 per ton. The project is being financed under a 
50-50 agreement between the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation and 
the Federal Highway Administration. 

An economic analysis will be presented in the final report on the project. 

EXISTING PAVEMENT 

Cores were taken from each lane of the existing roadway to gain an indication 
of the types of asphaltic concrete used in the .overlays. A typical core is shown in 
Figure 1. Since some of the overlays were placed in the 1930's and others have been 
added in various stages since that time, a conglomeration of layers was fotmd. Some 
sections had four layers of asphalt, others had as many as six making up a total over- 
lay thickness of 5.5". 

The gradation, asphalt content, and properties of the recovered asphalt were 
determined from the cores. The results are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The average 
core density was 95.3% of the maximum theoretical. 

As Table 1 shows, the gradation of the overlays was fine, with approximately 
80% passing the #4 sieve. The fineness of this material may indicate a potential 
limitation to recycling through a dryer as will be discussed later. And, as expected, 
Table 2 shows the recovered asphalt from the road to be very hard, with an average 
penetration of 19. It is worth mentioning that nothing in the extracted asphalt gave an 
indication of potential problems, with the possible exception that the hardness of the 
asphalt in the recycled material might result in the final asphaltic concrete being too 
brittle to provide very good performance. Although stripping was apparent in some 
layers, it did not appear extensive. 

Reflection cracks from the concrete had come through the asphalt layers and 
had created a rough riding condition (Figure 2), which was the primary reason for 
pavement rehabilitation. 

Table 1 

Average Gradation and Asphalt Content 

Sieve % Pass ing Average 
Size NBPL NBTL SB PL SBTL 
3/4" 100 100 100 100 100 
1/2" 100 94 98 96 97 
#4 84 70 81 81 79 
#30 37 31 37 37 36 
#2OO 5 4 6 5 5 
%AC 7.2 5.7. 6.7 6.5 6.5 
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Table 2 

Average Abson Recovery 

Property NBPL NBTL SBPL SBTL Average 

Pentration 19 
Softening Pt., 

Deg. C. 70 
Ductility, cm 7 
Visc. 140°F 71', 565 

17 18 23 19.3 

69 71 68 69.5 
9 7 11 8.5 

54,275 89,455 39,939 63,809 

Figure 1. Core showing typical number 
of overlays on concrete base. 

Figure 2. Pavement condition that made 
recycling feasible. 

RECYCLING OPERATION 

The project is described here chronologically because the order in which 
many of the problems were encountered and solutions sought is important. 

Plant Changes 

Before start•g recycling some changes were made in the dryer to reduce 
the excessive heating of the asphalt in the recycled material and thereby reduce the 
resultant blue smoke. 
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A fan was added near the front of the d•yer to introduce cooling air from the 
atmosphere; the burner was pulled away from the dryer 12 'v and some flights near the 
end of the dryer were removed to help combustion efficiency and lower the combustion 
gas temperature. 

Also the screens were removed from the hot bin gradation unit. 

First Recyclin• Trial 

The project began May 24, 1976. Warren Brothers had decided to try both a 
Pettibone Pulverizer (Figure 3) and a Gallon Planer (Figure 4) to remove the asphaltic 
concrete layers. This operation was experimental in that the Department was interested 
in seeing what type of product could be obtained by these machines. Warren Brothers 
also felt that the equipment might produce a gradation that would not have to be crushed 
and would therefore reduce hauling and crushing costs. 

Figure 3. Pettibone pulverizer in use. 

Figure 4. View of Galion scarifier. 
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The equipment did, in fact, produce a material that did not require additional 
crushing. Table 3 shows the gradation produced by the Pettibone and Galion machines. 
The Pettibone removed the entire 5.5" of plant mix and the Gallon removed the top 2". 

Table 3 

Gradation of Material Produced by 
Pettibone and Gallon Machines 

Sieve % Passing 
Pettibone Galion 

1/2" 95 100 
#4 78 89 
#30 32 44 
#2O0 4 7 
AC% 5.3 5.8 

The gradation produced was finer than that encountered in the original Warren 
Brothers recycling efforts and may have contributed to a buildup in the dryer and clogging 
of the dust collector, which will be discussed in detail later. 

Initially, about 25% virgin aggregate and 75% old pavement were used. The 
25% virgin material was made up of #78 and S-5 blend as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 

Gradation of Virgin Material 

Sieve % Pass ing 
#78(15%) S-5 Blend (10%) 

1/2" 98 100 
#4 16 63 
#30 28 
#20O 4 

Because the amounts of material produced by the machines varied, the 
percentage of material from each machine also varied but was maintained at a 
total of 75%; in many cases material from one machine only was used at one time. 
The combinations of materials from the two •.nachines did not seem to affect the 
final product appreciably as evidenced by the analysis of the mix properties after 
recycli,•g. 
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Mix Properties After Recycling 

The average properties of the recycled materials are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 

Average Properties of Recycled Mix First Trial 

Marshall Stability, lb. 2960 
Voids Mineral Aggregate, % 18 
Voids Filled W/Asphalt, % 80 
Voids Total Mix, % 3 
Asphalt Content, % 6.3 

Gradation % Passing Middle Design Range 
3/4" i00 i00 
1/2" 98 i00 
#4 66 60 
#30 29 ", :,- 22 
#200 7 6 

Table 6 shows the average asphalt properties prior to and after the addition 
of from 1.4% to 2.4% AC-10. The amount of asphalt added did not appear to influence 
the properties of the mix. 

Property 

Table 6 

Average Properties of Recovered Asphalt 

Before R•cycling 
(Residual Asphalt in Old Pavement) 

After Recycling 
(Old Plus New Asphalt) 

Penetration 17 29 
Softening Point, Deg. C 73 64 
Ductility, cm 7 83 
Vise. 140°F 125,000 19,500 

As can be seen 
•rom Table 6, the addition of an average of only 1.9% AC-10 

improved the characteristics of the recovered asphalt appreciably. 
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Emission Tests 

The Commonwealth Laboratory, Inc. was contracted to run emission tests on 

the plant to determine what, if any, problems would be encountered with meeting 
emission standards. The results for the dry and total (front and back halves of the 
sampling train) batch are shown in Table 7. The equipment used was that specified 
in E PA method #5. 

Table 7 

Average E missions 

Measure Particulates 
Dry Total 

gr/dscf 0.7 0.9 
lb/hr. 10.6 13.6 

ppm 398 
lb/hr. 6.5 

S02 Gas 

The state allows 33 lb/hr.ataproduction rate of 50 tons/hr. As can be seen 
from Table 7 this standard was easily met. 

In addition to the normal emission tests, the FHWA was interested in the more 
sophisticated polycyclic organic matter (POM) test. The total results of this test 
indicated a concentration of 496 x 10 -7 gr/dscf and a comparable emission rate of 
78.8 x 10 -4 lb/hr. The detailed results of this test are available from the FHWA 
and the Virginia Highway and Transportation Research Council. 

Plant Proble ms 

Soon after starting the process it became obvious that the residual asphalt 
and minus 200 mesh material in the crushed pavementwere sticking to the dryer and 
being drawn into the primary dust collector. This impregnated dust, which built up 
on metal surfaces heated to 180°F and higher, was extracted and found to contain as 
much as 20% asphalt. Although reducing the dryer burner temperature alleviated this 
problem it did not eliminate it during trial 1. 

The originally anticipated blue smoke appeared to be a function of plant production 
and dryer buildup. When the plant production was low (40 to 45 tons per hour) because 
of the buildup of material on the dryer walls and flights, the smoke was not visible 
(Figure 5). When the plant production was increased (60 tons per hour) and the material 
was still buildingup on the dryer, the blue smoke did appear (Figure 6). Plant production 
was low, ranging from 77 tons/day to 353 tons/day. This relatively low rate resulted from 
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many factors. The removal of the material froin the road was slow, the clogging 
of the dust collector and dryer required stopping the plant frequently for cleaning, 
and attempts to eliminate the blue smoke and the buildup all contributed to the low 
production. 

Figure 5. No stack emissions visible. 

Figure 6. Blue smoke coming from stack. 

A prototype smoke collector designed by MIT for Warren Brothers was used 
and did appear effective in eliminating the smoke. This apparatus is an electro- 
fluidized sand bed collector. The smoke-laden air is passed through the fluidized 
sand bed. Both the sand particles in the bed and the particulates in the smoke are 
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electrically charged at high voltage to cause the smoke to be collected by the sand 
particles. The hydrocarbon smoke particles form an oily residue on the sand 
particles which can be returned to the plant process during normal operation to 
become part of the hot mix. 

During 35 hours of production spread over seven days 1,396 tons of material 
were recycled. At that time, the project was temporarily terminated and the source 
of the material buildup was sought. At that time it was thought that the source, of the 
problem was in the material being recycled rather than in the operation of the asphalt 
plant. It was thought that the problem might lie in either the fineness of the material 
being recycled or an unusually soft asphalt in one or more of the layers of the material. 
The bottom layer was apparently a road mix material using both naptha and pulverized 
Trinid•l asphalt. The contractor thought that this material was causing the trouble. 
However, this layer was not found in the northbound traffic lane which produced the same 
type of problems encountered with material from the northbound passing lane. 

Road Roughness 

Since both the removal of the overlays and the repaying were accomplished 
under traffic, a smooth paving job was hard to obtain. Although the Pettibone and 
Gallon traits produced a material that did not require additional crushing, both were 
slow and the Pettibone used several sets of hammers in pulverizing the pavement. 

Primarily because of the slow speeds, but also due to the uncertainty of the 
effect of the gradation produced, the use of both the Pettibone and Gallon machines 
was terminated at the end of trial 1. 

An additional problem resulted from removing and replacing one lane at a time. 
This required paving next to a lane that would be removed and replaced, and resulted 
in a very irregular joint. It would appear reasonable to expect a better job if at least 
two adjacent lanes could be removed before.starting repaving. Ultimately, the removal 
of all four lanes would appear to be the best approach if traffic and geometry allowed. 
It is likely that a more efficient method of removing the pavement would have been 
attempted if this had not been an experimental project. 

Although the repaving was accomplished in three lifts to provide good ridability, 
some of the pavement was still quite rough. The roughness was due, at least partly, 
to experimentation with mix temperatures 240°F and below,to reflection in the surface 
of irregularities left by the Galion planer, and probably to the thinness of the third 
and final lift. 

After the asphalt concrete was removed to expose the underlying PCC, several 
deteriorated joints were found. This project thus demonstrated the practicality of 
recycling materials to correct underlying maintenance problems. In this case the 
deteriorated PCC was removed and replaced with asphaltic concrete. 
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.Second Recycling Trial 

On August 9, a single tooth ripper attached to a motor grader and a front 
end loader were used to remove the asphaltic concrete. The material was hatded 
to the company's quarry and crushed. The crushed material was hauled to the 
asphalt plant and blended with virgin aggregate when it was fed to the dryer. 

The gradation of the crushed material is shown in Table 8, where it can be 
seen that it was coarser than the gradation produced by the Pettibone and Galion 
equipment and shown in Table 8. 
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Table 8 

Gradation of Crushed RecySled Material 

Sieve Size % Passing 
3/4" 100 
1/2" 91 
#4 70 
#30 34 
#200 4 
AC% 5.8 

. The crushed material (60%) was blended with 20% #78 aggregate and 20% concrete 
sand to produce the required gradation. The concrete sand was used because it did not 
oontain any minus #200 mesh material and therefore would be helpful in reducing the 
tendency of old crushed material to buildupduring heating. The use of the concrete 
sand greatly reduced the tendency of the material to buildup and in g•neral eliminated 
this problem, except for a continuing buildup in the plant dryer. Even there, however, 
the buildup was noticeably less. The additional asphalt was increased to 3% to 
accommodate the increase in virgin aggregates. Table 9 shows the average gradation 
and asphalt content of the mix using the above blend of materials. 

Table 9 

Average Gradation and Asphalt Content of Crushed 
Recycled Old Hot Mix, #78 Stone, and Concrete Sand 

,•ieve % Passing 

3/4" 100 
1/2" 91 
#4 58 
#30 27 
4200 4 

AC % 6.2 



To verify that the material from Route 1 was the source of the buildup 
problem, material from another road (Route 360) was also used in the recycle 
process in a separate operation. The gradation of this material is shown in 
Table 10. It is obvious that this material was not as fine as any from Rotate 1 
and that the asphalt content was not as high. It was also found that the penetration 
of the Route 360 material was not as low as that of the Route 1 material. When 
80% of this material was blended with 15% #78 aggregate and 5% concrete sand, 
the average gradation shown in Table 11 was produced. 

Table 10 

Average Gradation and Asphalt Content 
Route 360 Recycle Material 

Sieve % Passing 

3/4" 91 
1/2" 87 
#4 53 
#30 24 
#200 3 
AC% 5.5 

Table 11 

Average Gradation and Asphalt Content 
of Route 360 Recycle Material Blend 

Sieve % Passing 

3/4" 98 
1/2" 92 
#4 53 
#30 23 
#200 1 
AC% 6.7 

This blend caused no sticking or clogging in the dryer or dust collector and 
was also more coarse than any produced with the Route 1 material, a finding in 
keeping with the experiences in North Carolina. Since this material was recycled 
success.fully it was tentatively concluded that the problem lay with the Route 1 
material. At this time it is st.ill unknown whether the problem is one of gradation, 
asphalt type, or both. A comparison, is being made between one particular suspect 
asphalt in the Route 1 material and another asphalt to see if any difference exists. 
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After running an additional 986 tons of the Route 1 material, for a total of 
2,382 tons, it was obvious that some alternate procedure had to be found to recycle 
the Route 1 material, and the project was shut down for a second time. 

FUTURE TRIALS 

The most practical alternative for use with the Route 1 material appears to be the 
Minnesota method. This process introduces the crushed pavement material directly 
into the asphalt plant hot bins or weigh box and thus avoids the problems encountered 
in the dryer and dust collector. The crushed material is heated th:rough a heat exchange 
with the virgin aggregate in the plant weigh box or mixer. This virgin aggregate can be 
heated higher than normal when it is passed through the plant dryer. 

Although this process is promising, problems may be encountered and it is 
anticipated that lower percentages of the old crushed pavement will be used, especially 
when producing surface mix. 

The process changes will be noted as the material is placed in the field to allow 
any differences in performance to be correlated with the process and materials. 
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